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Introduction

The Eta Nu chapter of Phi Alpha Theta History Honor
Society at Texas Woman’s University was chartered in 1960 and
has since been an integral part of the Department of History and
Government. The chapter has inducted hundreds of members
over the last forty-eight years, but this is the first time it has
published an official collection of student scholarship. Ibid.: A
Student History Journal is primarily meant to serve as a forum for
student research originating from within Texas Woman’s
University.
The title selected for this journal is commonly utilized in
the academic citation style for historical studies. Ibid. is short for
ibidem, Latin for “the same place.” I hope that the contents of
this journal will not only represent where we have come from as
students and an honor society but will also symbolize the
exciting places that historical discourse can take us.
I would particularly like to thank our faculty advisor,
Dr. Jacob Blosser, for his enthusiasm in our chapter activities and
for his guidance on this project. Although he has vehemently
declined to be listed as a co-editor, his input has been invaluable.
I am deeply grateful to the faculty and staff in the Department of
History and Government at Texas Woman’s University,
especially Dr. Katherine Landdeck and Dr. Martina Will de
Chaparro for their editorial efforts and to Dr. Barbara Presnall
iii

and Fatima Arnett for their assistance. I am also pleased to have
had the contributions of Dr. Aaron Haberman at the University
of Northern Colorado and Dr. Eric Cheezum at the University of
South Carolina in reviewing each of the submissions and
sincerely appreciate their editorial work on this volume. Thank
you to Amanda Danesi and Bridgette Baima for their help in
assembling the final edition.
Most importantly, thank you to the student contributors
who have researched, prepared, and submitted the essays
contained in these pages. It represents some of the best work
from within the department, and we are privileged to publish it.
Leslie Lindsey, Editor
April 2008
Denton, Texas
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Foreword

It is with no small pleasure that we welcome you to
Ibid.: A Student History Journal. True to Phi Alpha Theta History
Honor Society’s mission to celebrate all historical inquiry, this
inaugural issue features an eclectic mix of essays whose subjects
range from the development of nuclear weapons to nineteenthcentury spiritualism.
Chronologically spanning from the
eleventh century to the day before yesterday, this volume’s nine
well-written essays capture the wide-ranging interests of
students at Texas Woman’s University.
The essays also
demonstrate the successful use of a wide variety of
methodological tools and evidentiary types.
Although
thematically and methodologically diverse, the essays reflect a
common commitment to understand history as an interpretive
exercise carefully crafted through written prose.
Although varied in subjects, times, and places, many of
these essays share common themes. The history of science and
technology and its effects on society are examined in essays
written by Greg Michna, Bridgette Baima, and Amanda Danesi.
In Mr. Michna’s essay, “It Worked, My God, the Damn Thing
Worked!”: Industrial and Scientific Triumphs of the Manhattan
Project, science is harnessed by industry to create an
unfathomably powerful weapon. Using a collection of military
documents, the author argues that the weapon could have only
vii

been built in the United States. In Ms. Baima’s work, Infant
Mortality in the Twentieth Century, scientific progress in
prescription drugs is channeled to prolong the lives of the newly
born; the author investigates the role of social agencies created
during the mid-twentieth century in disseminating these
developments. Ms. Danesi’s article, Hospice: The Way to Go,
evaluates the relatively recent introduction of hospice care to
Great Britain and the United States and uses contemporary
documents to demonstrate the ideological change from
prevention and cure to end-of-life care in the medical
community.
Four articles this year’s volume address women’s
history. Noelle Depperschmidt’s article, Transcendental Women:
Margaret Fuller and Female Identity, uses Fuller’s biography to
compare her thought with prevailing cultural mores of her time.
Interestingly, Fuller was the first female wartime news
correspondent. Joy Robbins’s work, Pearls in the Jungle: The
Experience of American Women War Correspondents in the Vietnam
War, explores the lives of Fuller’s successors: female journalists
who covered the war in Vietnam. Ms. Robbins utilizes many of
the women’s own reflections as well as journalism from the
period to reveal the influence of women in wartime reporting.
Although further removed chronologically from Ms.
Depperschmidt
and
Ms.
Robbins’s
work,
Michan
Chowritmootoo analyzes the conflicting primary accounts of
Malintzin, an Amerindian woman who was presented to
Spanish conquistadors and served as a trans lator upon the
explorers’ arrival in the New World, in Translator Traitor.
Similarly, Teresa Pierce’s essay, Women in the Late Middle Ages,
examines the careers of pioneering women from the eleventh to
fourteenth centuries through their own writings.
Finally, two essays in the volume examine religious
history. Leslie Lindsey’s article, Established Church: Anglican
Theology and Sacred Architecture in Colonial Virginia, appraises
religious messages conveyed through early America’s built
environment. With an assortment of primary and secondary
materials, including letters and broadsides, Sarah Whittington’s
essay, The Rise and Fall of Spiritualism in the Nineteenth Century,
studies the success and eventual decline of the spiritua list
movement in the United States.
viii

Covering a diverse number of topics and employing a
variety of methods, these essays on science and technology in
society, women’s history, and religion demonstrate the talents of
their authors. Showcasing fine student scholarship is among the
guiding principles of Phi Alpha Theta, and the Eta Nu chapter at
Texas Woman’s University is proud to feature these nine essays
in the inaugural issue of Ibid.: A Student History Journal.
Leslie Lindsey, Editor
Dr. Jacob Blosser, Faculty Advisor
April 2008
Denton, Texas
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“It Worked, My God, the Damn Thing
Worked!”:
Industrial
and
Scientific
Triumphs of the Manhattan Project
by Gregory A. Michna

Few events in the course of human history have had the
world-changing effect of Hiroshima and Nagasaki’s atomic
bombings during World War II, fundamentally altering global
policy and awareness as the world was baptized into the nuclear
age. As much focus and speculation are frequently placed on the
decision to use the bombs and how they have shaped the modern
world, the actual creation and development of the atomic bomb in
the United States, codenamed the ‚Manhattan Project,‛ seems much
neglected, and few outside historical circles know much about its
two dominant figures, J. Robert Oppenheimer and General Leslie
Groves. The same can be said regarding knowledge of places
important to the project such as Los Alamos, New Mexico or Oak
Ridge, Tennessee. The actual achievement of American industry in
making the bomb is far underrated, especially in regard to the
technology at the time and the countless obstacles that were faced in
developing a bomb that was only theoretical to begin with.
Extensive research of this topic proves the statement ‚It could only
have been made in America.‛ Indeed, only America was capable of
funding the staggering cost of $2,000,000,000; only America
possessed isolation from enemy attack that made the development
of atomic weapons possible; only America retained the scientific
and industrial genius that was necessary to bring the project to its
completion. Thus, the primary focus of this research has been on
the triumphs and struggles of the people involved with the project.
Overcoming countless obstacles to create the unthinkable, the
1

Manhattan Project is a crowning tribute to America’s industrial
ingenuity in the 1940s.
General Leslie Groves accepted the task of building an
atomic bomb at any cost with the resolve of a soldier during war,
though he knew that his 1942 reassignment from the Army Corps of
Engineers ensured that he would never see the battles overseas that
he had yearned for.1 The American bomb project was far behind
British and German efforts in 1942, as isolationist sentiments had
delayed research by a few years at the outset of World War II.
Facilities in New York and Berkeley were each working on different
aspects of uranium and plutonium production with what Groves
would later call a ‚leisurely, scientific pace,‛ and little
communication between each other rather than with the frantic
speed necessary to make up for a late start. Groves realized after his
initial briefing that it would take a realistic Army man to efficiently
organize the project and that the scientists needed to be thoroughly
shaken up, a foreshadowing of the fear that became a great
motivator for those involved with the project as they worried that
Nazi scientists were going to beat them in developing a super
weapon and crush the Allies.2 This was accomplished without
fabrication on Groves’ part, for since 1941 reports ‚continuously
emanated from neutral countries that Germany was about to use an
atomic bomb of tremendous force.‛3
The biggest hurdle for the project to overcome involved
fostering a cooperative atmosphere between the scientists, most of
who were used to elaborate and controlled experiments to achieve
results, and the industrialists, who demanded simple processes that
could be replicated on a grand scale.4 Clashes between the
industrialists and the ‚long hairs,‛ or scientists, were often frequent
and furious, and Groves knew that in order to produce uranium
and plutonium on a grand scale the best of cooperation would be
necessary. Another difficulty faced by Groves was the general
Stephane Groueff, Manhattan Project: The Untold Story of the Making of the Atomic Bomb
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1967), 3-7.
2 Martin J Sherwin, ‚The Atomic Bomb and the Origins of the Cold War: U.S. Atomic
Energy Policy and Diplomacy, 1941-1945.‛ The American Historical Review 78, no. 4
(1973): 946.
3 Leslie Groves, ‚Memorandum for the Secretary of War, April 23, 1945‛in The Atomic
Bomb and the End of World War II: A Collection of Primary Sources (The George
Washington University), 19, http://www.gwu.edu/~nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB162/
3a.pdf (accessed 3 April 2008).
4 Groueff, Manhattan Project, 30-32.
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opinions that scientists, military officers, and industrial engineers all
held in regard to each other. Groves constantly acted as a mediator
in joint meetings and won the respect of all groups, using his
intelligence and appreciation for science to pacify the professors
while he used his military experience and mind for speed and
efficiency to please the industrialists handling the production.
In May 1942, the S-1 committee, in charge of managing the
Manhattan project before Groves assumed leadership and led by
James Bryan Conant, had been forced to make a decision regarding
which of the five proposed methods for developing fissionable
uranium or plutonium would be used. All of the processes showed
promise and the biggest fear was that focusing on just one the
neglected methods might somehow be more effective. With the
approval of program director Vannevar Bush and President
Franklin Roosevelt, the committee decided to proceed with all five
methods simultaneously, a bold and extremely taxing industrial
decision but necessary when ‚probably any one of four or five
methods could produce material from which an atomic bomb could
be constructed.‛5 Bush explained to Groves these decisions once he
became director of the project along with the basic theories behind
the five processes: the graphite pile method, the heavy-water
reactor, the gaseous-diffusion of uranium, electromagnetic
separation, and the centrifuge process. Groves decided that the best
way to become acquainted with the project and ascertain which
methods showed the most promise was to visit each group of
researchers.6
His first stop was Chicago, where research on the graphite
pile method was headed by Enrico Fermi, Arthur Compton, and
James Franck, three Nobel laureates in theoretical physics. The
biggest problems that Groves noted involved cooling the piles once
they reached critical mass to keep them from getting dangerously
out of control and the question of where the project would obtain
the large amounts of graphite needed to build the piles. Groves was
also shocked that the scientists still knew very little about the
chemical properties of plutonium and their calculations reflected as
much. None of the scientists knew if they would have enough
Vannevar Bush and James Conant, ‚Supplementary Memorandum to the Secretary of
War, September 30, 1944‛ in The Atomic Bomb and the End of World War II: A Collection of
Primary Sources (The George Washington University), 4, http://www.gwu.edu/
~nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB162/1.pdf (accessed 3 April 2008).
6 Groueff, Manhattan Project, 11-14.
5
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plutonium to build three-tenths of a bomb or thirty.7 Accurate
calculations were of importance to industrialists who demanded
exact measurements when they built the facilities to enact the
procedures devised by the scientists.
The next stop for Groves was San Francisco to visit the
Berkeley lab on ‚Radiation Hill‛ where research on the
electromagnetic process was being supervised with much
enthusiasm by Ernest Lawrence. The lab had actually produced U235, the uranium needed to build a bomb, but it was in such small
amounts that the method seemed entirely unfeasible. The uranium
produced was also plagued with a thirty percent purity rate, which
from an industrial standpoint was much too low. Lawrence
envisioned vast complexes of pipes and atom smashers that would
accelerate uranium hexafluoride gas to the speed of thousands of
miles per second through magnetic fields generated by huge coiled
magnets. The reality facing the electromagnetic method, however,
was that production needed to start immediately even though
nobody knew what specifications were required to build such a
plant or what components were involved in the process itself. 8
Lack of resources and incomplete specifications became an
issue time and again for the project, especially when other
government war programs demanded the same copper and steel
and competed vigorously for them. Large quantities of copper were
needed to build the coils around the magnets of the electromagnetic
process, but with the great shortage during the war it was decided
that silver would suffice to conduct electricity in the same way. The
only place anyone thought to obtain such vast quantities of silver
was the United States Treasury. Treasury officials cooperated
immediately by ‚loaning‛ the army 6,000 tons of silver to build the
magnetic coils while retaining the numbers on the books so as not to
draw any suspicion.9 The military secretly transported the silver in
convoys to a Milwaukee factory operated by the Allis-Chalmers
company. The other resource in great demand was uranium ore, a
necessary ingredient for building an atomic bomb. However, as
luck would have it, a Belgian named Edgar Sengier had shipped
vast quantities of uranium out of the Congo in 1939 when he

Groueff, Manhattan Project, 34.
Ibid., 37-39.
9 Ibid., 47-49.
7
8
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learned of its potential military value.10 Upon hearing that the U.S.
government was in need of uranium ore, he informed Groves’
assistant that he was willing to sell his stockpiles, conveniently
stored in a Staten Island warehouse. Groves eagerly negotiated to
pay the bottom market price of $1.60 per pound and the Manhattan
Project had now attained sufficient amounts of uranium ore for the
future.11 Groves and Roosevelt initiated secret negotiations with
other Allied countries in order to buy out the world market in the
future once the project reached the stage when uranium was
needed. For the time being, Groves noted that the United States was
‚at present in the position of controlling the resources with which to
construct and use it [the bomb] and no other nation could reach this
position for some years.‛12 This was a tactful decision on Groves
and Roosevelt’s parts because they both knew that the United States
was the only country capable of building the bomb for the time
being and they intended to retain that advantage for as long as
possible.
The collaboration that made the project a reality pushed
traditional industrial boundaries during the 1940s in every way
possible, as strange requests to major companies became more
frequent. After securing a supply of uranium ore the next step was
to process it into a purified metal for the graphite pile method.
Compton knew that the Westinghouse Company’s Lamp Division
in New Jersey had purified small quantities for light bulbs, so it was
decided that the uranium purification task belonged to
Westinghouse. The company worked with great speed and urgency
to meet Groves’ demands. Other corporations were consulted for
various aspects of the project as well for it proved necessary to have
skilled chemical handlers operating the industrial plants that were
built, so Du Pont agreed to participate, convinced of the project’s
importance and aware that involvement in the bomb’s developmet
could also reap possible benefits in the postwar world.13
In November 1942, a Reviewing Committee created by
Groves began preparations to evaluate the status of each method in

Gregg Herkin, ‚’A Most Deadly Illusion’: The Atomic Secret and American Nuclear
Weapons Policy, 1945- 1950.‛ The Pacific Historical Review 49, no. 1 (1982): 54-56.
11 Groueff, Manhattan Project, 50; Groves, ‚Memorandum for the Secretary of War,‛ 16.
12 Leslie Groves, ‚Memorandum discussed with the President, April 25, 1945‛ in The
Atomic Bomb and the End of World War II: A Collection of Primary Sources, http://www.
gwu.edu/~nsarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB162/3a.pdf (accessed 3 April 2008).
13 Groueff, Manhattan Project, 52, 55.
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development to decide which should be dropped and where the
bulk of their effort should be focused. Knowing the intent of the
committee, Fermi and the Chicago group enlisted the help of the
Union Carbide company to obtain enough graphite of reasonable
purity to build the first of the radioactive piles, which required 400
tons of graphite ‚stacked in a large cubical block.‛14 Industrialist
Walter Zinn created a hand press that shaped the uranium into
bricks according to the dimensions needed by the project, another
example of a tool created out of necessity for the Manhattan Project.
With notable progress in building the graphite piles and calculating
the critical mass of plutonium having been achieved, the committee
was sufficiently satisfied with the graphite pile method. The same
could not be said for Berkeley and the electromagnetic process,
where Lawrence struggled to impress the committee because results
had been minimal at best. His team had repositioned the collection
bins in the piping of the atom smashers to a forty-five degree angle
rather than the previous angle of ninety degrees, increasing the
yield of U-235. However, the results were marginal and the yields
miniscule, forcing the committee to consider scrapping this aspect of
the project completely.15 Despite failures such as this, the leaders of
the project never gave up wholeheartedly on a method because they
believed that a breakthrough could be imminent for any method
and as a result Lawrence’s group continued in their work
throughout the project’s end.
Meanwhile, the gaseous-diffusion method faced its
toughest challenge yet during 1942. Scientists struggled with the
task of creating a barrier that would filter the uranium hexafluoride
gas at the molecular level through millions of microscopic holes in
the metal while still being able to withstand the corrosive properties
of the gas itself. Uranium-238 was filtered through many stages of
this process numerous times to leave U-235 as the final product, and
the barrier had to withstand long periods of use. 16 Help was found
in the unlikely field of home building, as painter and interior
decorator Edward Norris had created a similar barrier for his paint
spraying machine. Word of Norris’s invention found its way to the
Enrico Fermi, ‚The Chain-Reacting Pile, Conference 15-24 April 1943‛ in Atomic
Archive,
http://www.atomicarchive.com/Docs/ManhattanProject/LosAlamos.shtml
(accessed 3 April 2008); Groves, ‚Memorandum for the Secretary of War, April 23,
1945,‛ 4.
15 Groueff, Manhattan Project, 70-80.
16 Groves, ‚Memorandum for the Secretary of War,‛ 3.
14
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people in charge of the diffusion method and he was recruited to
work on the barrier problem with the instruction to design a barrier
out of nickel, the only metal suitable to withstand the corrosion. At
the same time, Foster Nix of Bell Laboratories was working on a
different approach to the barrier problem; he thought that the
Norris method would prove inferior to his proposed method that
utilized nickel powder produced in British labs. The differing
opinions on barrier production highlight the larger issue between
scientists and industrialists that the Manhattan Project faced
periodically, as Nix’s barrier was a slow, meticulous, and expensive
process when compared to Norris’s, which was more practical and
did not rely on specially-manufactured nickel powder from Britain.
Despite these issues each barrier had merit, so the committee
decided that both methods would be researched through 1943.
Initially the Nix barrier was stronger and had a lower failure rate
than the Norris counterpart, though it took longer to manufacture
and could only be created and used in a laboratory setting rather
than in an industrial process.17
Industry lent yet another much needed hand in the
beginning of 1943 when Groves managed to convince the brilliant
engineer Dobie Keith to leave the Kellogg Company and work
exclusively for the Manhattan Project to design, build, and operate
the gaseous-diffusion plant, even though the specifications for the
plant were still unknown at the time. Keith joined the project on the
condition that he would have complete control over his tasks, and in
doing so formed his own group to manage. Keith’s Kellex
Corporation, a spin-off of ‚Kellogg‛ where ‚x‛ meant ‚secret,‛
became one of the most unusual conglomerates of industry ever
formed, as many prominent heads from different fields of
manufacture and design joined the group to lend their expertise. 18
Kellex was instrumental in making the inventions of the scientists a
reality, combining science and industry on the design end of the
project and delegating construction jobs and facility operations to
appropriate corporations.
The first major decision Kellex made involved the reality of
powering the vast gaseous-diffusion plant once it was built. The
group immediately began designing a power plant that could
supply enough energy to the facility and was confronted from the

17
18

Groueff, Manhattan Project, 91-92.
Ibid., 105-106.
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beginning with the dilemma of deciding which of the five types of
electricity available was to be incorporated into the plant’s output.
Not knowing which current the still unfinished gaseous-diffusion
plant would run on, the group had the revolutionary idea to build a
power plant that could generate any type of electricity, an
industrious concept that nobody had thought of before. Oak Ridge,
Tennessee was selected as the site for the power plant and diffusion
facility. The power plant, ‚K-25,‛ was finished on March 1, 1944,
scarcely nine months after Groves approved the building project,
and was conveniently hidden in the surrounding forest.19 The
choice of Oak Ridge was made due to the necessity for adequate
safety distances in the event that an accident happened, so an entire
city was built to accommodate the complex’s staff with ‚all the
religious, recreational, educational, medical and other facilities of a
modern small city.‛20 Another problem the Kellex team faced with
the gaseous-diffusion plant involved the pumps, which required a
new and revolutionary seal that used no form of lubrication,
contrary to methods for seals at the time. Scientists knew that the
greases used to lubricate the pumps and traditional seals would
cause the volatile uranium gas to ignite. Therefore, necessity
demanded that they be self-sealing, so in early 1943, the group
delegated this particular task to the Allis-Chalmers company to
develop.21
A much-needed breakthrough for the electromagnetic
method was finally achieved when scientists realized that the fastmoving uranium had embedded itself in the stainless steel receiving
bins, significantly lowering the yield of U-235. The chemist
Clarence Larson made the novel suggestion of lining the inside of
the bins with copper plating, which could be melted down to
retrieve the uranium without damaging the bins and increase the
yield. Lawrence jumped on the idea and, contrary to Larson’s
insistence that it would take weeks to plate the bins, demanded that
they be plated by the next day. In Manhattan Project fashion,
Larson and his team worked frantically to meet the seemingly
impossible deadline, even resorting to ripping out copper pipes in
the bathrooms when they ran out of readily available material.22

Ibid., 118, 120.
Groves, ‚Memorandum for the Secretary of War,‛ 10.
21 Groueff, Manhattan Project, 116, 225.
22 Ibid., 243-245.
19
20
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Security was an issue for the project from the very
beginning, and the utmost secrecy was needed to prevent leaks of
information to the Axis powers outside the borders of the United
States as well as to sources at home. When it came to nuclear
secrets, President Roosevelt advocated a closed-door at all times
with the Soviets, knowing that the wartime alliance formed with
them was one of necessity rather than choice. He also did all that he
could to avert the eyes of inquisitive people at home regarding the
numerous factories and facilities that were being built discreetly for
the project.23 Instances did arise when security from within the
project became an issue, for ‚in order to accomplish *the+<task it
[was] necessary to bring a vast number of technical men into the
project. Information in regard to various aspects [was] therefore
widespread.‛24 The issue was highlighted most notably in the
military’s reluctance to place Oppenheimer as head of the Los
Alamos research team. This concern is evidence of the reservations
that military personnel had regarding scientists, as the issue
primarily came from Oppenheimer’s relationships with known
members of the Communist Party and Soviet sympathizers. Groves
himself placed unwavering belief in the scientist though his faith
placed him in jeopardy in 1943 when Oppenheimer refused to give
out any information regarding a scientist who had leaked
information to the Soviets. Oppenheimer initially reported the leak
but was faced with a conflict of interest when the military insisted
that he name his informant. His source turned out to be a close
friend, and although he had a Communist background, the friend
was uninvolved in the leak. When Oppenheimer refused to budge,
members of the military did their best to remove him on these
grounds, though Groves flatly denied their requests. 25 Security for
the project as a whole was also incredibly tough in the hiring of all
employees, from janitors to typists as Army security personnel
conducted thorough background checks on each potential worker.
Few knew exactly what they were contributing to with the vast
number of war programs operating during the 1940s, but the effort
was made nonetheless to prevent as few leaks as possible
throughout the entire chain of command.

Barton J. Bernstein, ‚Roosevelt, Truman, and the Atomic Bomb, 1941-1945: A
Reinterpretation.‛ Political Science Quarterly 90, no. 1 (1975): 24.
24 Bush and Conant, ‚Memorandum to the Secretary of War,‛ 2.
25 Groueff, Manhattan Project, 259, 281.
23
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Returning to production issues, a newly developed
‚Johnson barrier‛ proved to be more effective than the Norris or
Nix barriers for gaseous-diffusion. Plants had already been fitted
with machinery to produce the Norris barrier, so Groves was forced
to make the decision to continue research on both methods. Finally,
the decision was made to gut the plant that had already been built
to produce the Norris barrier to make Johnson barriers, with Union
Carbide in charge of completely redesigning the plant. In the winter
of 1944 a breakthrough in applying nickel-plating to large amounts
of pipe that were used in the gaseous-diffusion plant was made that
allowed for faster and more accurate production methods.
Developed by Swiss inventor Blasius Bart, this method involved
rotating the pipes at an even pace to ensure that the plating filled all
of the microscopic impurities in the stainless steel pipes. Taking an
individual invention and improving it for large-scale industry,
automobile manufacturer Chrysler further developed the method
and was later enlisted to install the completed barriers in the
diffusion machines for the gaseous-diffusion plant, plating almost
sixty-three acres of steel surface by the time they had finished the
project. J.C. Hobbes, an inventor and expert on valves, finally
solved the valve lubrication issue by utilizing a simple design of
nickel-plated steel for the mechanism with bronzed guides that
allowed for expansion in the metal without any sort of lubricant.
His valve was also lighter and twenty-five percent cheaper than
previously designed prototypes.26 These are but two examples of
obstacles overcome not by scientists but individual inventors who
utilized simple means for their solutions that were easily replicated
at the manufacturing level.
Though the gaseous-diffusion method appeared to achieve
numerous breakthroughs, failure and seemingly imminent defeat
shadowed other aspects of the method and the project as a whole.
Pump designs failed when installed and tested, as did seals, but the
most dismal and frightening episode took place with the graphite
pile method on September 27, 1944 when the second graphite pile,
designated ‚B,‛ unexpectedly shut down just hours after reaching
critical mass and sustaining a nuclear reaction. When faced with a
$300 million failure, morale was understandably low but the team
was determined to push on and find a solution to the problem. It
was not long before Xenon-125 gas was discovered to be a
26

Groueff, Manhattan Project, 261-262, 272, 279-280, 286.
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byproduct of the nuclear reaction and the source of the problem.
The scientists immediately worked to find a solution to the issue
and the last of the major problems the plutonium project faced were
overcome. More piles were built, the plutonium was processed,
and in January 1945, the first substantial amounts of physical,
separated plutonium were created. Transportation of the material
became an issue of great concern, as the military feared that if crates
of plutonium were placed in close enough proximity to each other
they would somehow reach critical mass and detonate. The
scientists decided to place small amounts of plutonium in thick lead
containers that were suspended in packing material in the middle of
wooden cargo boxes. Army ambulances were used to covertly
transport the plutonium across the country to Los Alamos, and on
February 2, 1945, the first samples of plutonium that could be used
for designing a bomb arrived in New Mexico.27
The uranium project was lagging far behind the plutonium
approach by the spring of 1944 as the facility for gaseous diffusion,
code-named ‚Y-12,‛ was taking far too long to process the uranium
gas at the most basic stage of operation and had little positive yield.
It was discovered that the slightest enrichment in the gas greatly
increased the output and speed of processing at Y-12.28
Oppenheimer received a tip from a colleague and promptly sent it
to Groves that the Navy had used a proven method called ‚thermal
diffusion‛ to enrich uranium needed for propulsion tests for the
early prototypes of a new ‚nuclear‛ submarine. Groves noted the
working method and decided it must be utilized immediately. In
order to save production time associated with designing a plant
from the ground up he commissioned a thermal diffusion plant
following the Navy design down to the smallest detail. The thermal
plant, dubbed ‚S-50,‛ was finished in sixty-nine days after the order
was given to build: a true marvel in production with dimension of
five hundred twenty-five feet in length, eighty-two feet in width,
and seventy-five feet in height.29 The efficiency needed to build a
structure of this size in such a short period of time shows how
frantic the project had become in its final stages and how little cost
factored into the concerns of the people involved.
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Researchers at Los Alamos were faced with the difficulty of
designing the actual bombs and creating the detonation mechanism,
as Oppenheimer wrote, ‚The second major difficulty facing us is
connected with the question of detonation.‛30 The scientists began
with an artillery-inspired approach, planning to fire one piece of
nuclear material into another to achieve critical mass suddenly and
trigger a nuclear reaction. While this concept worked with a
uranium-based bomb, the scientists realized that it would not work
with a plutonium bomb and abandoned the idea when further
research showed that the impact from an explosion had to strike all
parts of the radioactive material with equal force at the same time.
A radical new approach to the design was proposed, calling for an
‚implosion‛ that would cause all the energy to be directed into the
mass rather than exploding around the mass. The concept set off a
flurry of debate between scientists as to whether or not an explosion
could actually be inverted in such a way.31 A memorandum to
Groves’ staff from Oppenheimer stated, ‚all methods which hold
promise of giving reliable information < of the implosion [should]
be pursued with greatest urgency,‛ and as a result all effort went
towards making implosion a reality with Groves’ approval.32 The
mechanism for implosion consisted of a spherical core of plutonium,
loosely packed and just short of reaching critical mass, and a sphere
of explosives placed around the core in a way that, when detonated,
the explosions would all activate at once and push the core in on
itself, compacting to a point of critical mass with such speed that it
exploded.33 The idea worked on paper, but research and design
regarding simultaneous detonation of explosives were needed to
ensure that the bomb would function properly. 34 The corrosive
aspect of plutonium also proved to be a problem, as new methods in
metallurgy had to be created to turn the jelly-like raw material into
a workable metal that could be contained and handled.
The uranium project was finally ready for full operational
status when the thermal diffusion plant, K-25, was built in Oak
J. Robert Oppenheimer, ‚Outline of Present Knowledge, Conference 15-24 April
1943‛ in Atomic Archives, http://www.atomicarchive.com/Docs/ManhattanProject/
LosAlamos.shtml (accessed 3 April 2008).
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ImplosionTestRequest.shtml (accessed 3 April 2008).
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34 Groueff, Manhattan Project, 323.
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Ridge and staffed by nine thousand thoroughly trained employees.
K-25 required the utmost care in cleanliness to prevent
contamination, so workers followed rigorous decontamination and
sterilization procedures when entering the plant. The main building
took up the largest surface area of any single building ever built at
the time and spanned two million square feet and stretched almost
half a mile long with a width of four hundred feet and a height of
four stories, including the basement. Production of U-235 at Oak
Ridge was incredibly complex as materials were fed back and forth
between the plants at various stages of enrichment to produce
fissionable materials, but by July 1945 the method had produced
enough uranium to start work on a bomb.35
In October 1944, Oppenheimer and Groves began scouting
areas in the New Mexico desert to build a test site for the first
atomic weapon. Oppenheimer gave the codename ‚Trinity.‛ With
the site appropriately christened, a camp and bunkered testing
facility were built where the team could observe the first explosion.
One hundred tons of TNT was detonated to calibrate measuring
equipment in order to compare the force of the bomb to the
strongest known weapon in the 1940s.36 The first detonation,
jokingly nicknamed ‚Fat Man‛ in regards to the portly stature of
British Prime Minister Winston Churchill, occurred on June 16, 1945
at precisely 5:29:45 A.M., Mountain War Time. It had more than
two thousand times the destructive power of the strongest bomb the
British had developed in the 1940s, the ‚Grand Slam.‛37 The desert
was bleached with a ghastly white that overpowered the eyes of one
unfortunate soldier who was caught without his welder’s glasses
and suffered scorched retinas: the first real victim of the atom’s
deadly power.38 The temperature in the blast was four times hotter
than the center of the sun and more than ten thousand times its
surface. It rose to the height of the Empire State building in eighttenths of a second and topped the strongest pressures to be found
on Earth. The light from the explosion was seen clearly for nearly
180 miles, as far as Albuquerque where, ‚when the flash of the
bomb lighted the sky before the explosion could be heard, a blind
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girl ‚exclaimed, ‘What was that?’‛39 At a later press conference,
Oppenheimer captured the moment when the desert plain was
washed with a multitude of colors as the hellish pyrotechnics raged
with poetic elegance in a quote from the Hindu Bhagavad-Gita,
If the radiance of a thousand suns
Were to burst at once into the sky,
That would be like the splendor
Of the Mighty One<
I am become Death,
The Shatterer of worlds.40

Lawrence expressed the relief of the entire project in more prosaic
words while beholding the otherworldly sight: ‚It worked, my God,
the damn thing worked!‛ In a memorandum to the Secretary of
War, Groves wrote, ‚Here was the focal point of the venture. No
other country in the world had been capable of such an outlay in
brains and technical effort.‛41 All that the members of the
Manhattan Project had been striving to accomplish in the last few
frantic years was released in those moments as the members
realized that the war would come to an end once the bomb was
used.42
The following details are common to popular memory of
World War II. The Enola Gay, commanded by Colonel Paul Tibbets
on August 6, 1945, dropped its first atomic payload on the Japanese
city of Hiroshima, killing nearly forty thousand instantly and one
hundred thousand more over the next few days who succumbed to
radiation burns and poisoning. Four days later, on August 10, a
second bomb was dropped on Nagasaki, killing another seventy
thousand people.43 Debate has not ceased regarding the ethics of
using a weapon of such force and whether or not the United States
should have used it as a threat rather than as an actual weapon. But
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regardless of debate, the fact remains that the bomb was developed
with the intention of stopping the war. By May 1945, the European
war was over and Truman knew that there would be countless
deaths if the United States was forced to invade the Japanese
mainland, so he made the decision to drop the bomb precisely as
Roosevelt planned to do when he commissioned the project initially,
according to historian Martin Sherwin. 44
Ethics aside, the scientific and industrial marvels speak for
themselves as the project employed over 150,000 people to run its
facilities dotting the American countryside. Bonds were forged and
cooperative efforts were made between captains of industry,
engineering geniuses, efficient military men and soldiers, and Nobel
prize-winning scientists who were brought together under the
leadership of Groves to create the unthinkable. The many problems
faced by all were overcome ‚due to the combined efforts of the
greatest scientific-technical-engineering team ever to work together
on a single objective.‛45 Where science failed to devise a solution to
a problem individual inventors or engineers found appropriate
solutions. Building an atomic bomb came at a two billion dollar
price tag, one of the most expensive singular projects of the war,
and by examining the horde of obstacles faced at every stage of the
project, one realizes that the success of the Manhattan Project was a
momentous achievement.46 The destruction in Japan was certainly
one of the most cataclysmic events in human history, but the people
involved in the Manhattan Project must be recognized for what they
did achieve: a melding of the seemingly incommunicable fields of
science and industry to create a weapon that was only theorized at
the time. Therefore, the Manhattan Project remains a testament to
the inventiveness of the American people in a time of crisis and
their ability to collaborate in the face of disaster to create the
impossible.
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Infant Mortality in the Twentieth Century
by Bridgette Baima

Throughout the twentieth century, infant mortality rates
dropped tremendously, by over 99% between 1900 and 1997.1
During the early 1900s, roughly 124 out of every 1,000 infants born
died within the first year.2 By comparison, there were only 9.2
infant deaths out of every 1,000 live births in 1990.3 Even with this
considerable drop, the United States still falls far behind many other
developed countries, ranking twenty-fifth in infant mortality.
Knowing what made such a difference during the twentieth
century, it will be easier to discover what needs to be changed in the
twenty-first century. This significant decline in mortality rates was
caused by four main factors: newly discovered antimicrobial agents,
improved living conditions, the pasteurization of milk, and a
plethora of political and professional agencies that were created to
assist the welfare of children and infants.
The major antimicrobial agents put into use for the first
time in the mid-1900s were sulfonamide derivatives, or sulfa drugs,
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and penicillin. Sulfonamides were first manufactured in 1935 by
Gerhard Domagk. Scientists soon discovered many different sulfa
strands that resulted in a large class of ‚sulfa‛ drugs that are
commonly used today.4 Sulfa drugs kill bacteria and fungi; before
penicillin was discovered, sulfa drugs were considered the ‚wonder
drugs.‛ Once the drug was released, it became widely used for a
variety of illnesses; for infants it was often used for childbed fever,
blood infections, and erysipelas. Sulfa drugs helped to get rid of
bacteria that were not extremely robust but still killing masses of
people. Although the drug was somewhat overused, it was a
breakthrough for the medical community.
While it was Sir Alexander Fleming who discovered
penicillin in 1928, it was not until 1939, after Howard Walter Florey
discovered how to manipulate it into a medicine, that it was
discovered to be even more effective at killing bacteria than sulfa
drugs; it was also found that the new penicillin was much less toxic
then the sulfa drugs. Soon penicillin was a very popular antibiotic
that could cure many different kinds of bacterial infections, from
kidney problems to fighting infection in those who were recent
amputees. The discovery of penicillin and how it attacks bacteria
was a huge medical advance because it allowed doctors to treat
mothers and infants who had bacterial infections that previously
had been lethal.
These new advances in medicine and greater
knowledge about the human body, miscarriages, and birth-related
deaths increased greatly and had a great impact on the infant
mortality rate; the discovery of sulfa drugs and penicillin led to the
development of many medications that help to slow the infant
mortality rate.
Advances in medicine were not the only scientific
developments during this time; while not as popular as sulfa drugs
and penicillin, milk pasteurization was also being used more. Milk
pasteurization was a very controversial topic in the mid-1900s.
Even though there were critics who said raw milk was not very
dangerous, milk pasteurization helped to stop the contamination of
milk and control milk-borne diseases. During the 1940s, scientists
began debating over whether or not milk pasteurization was a good
idea. Many believed that it would cure all bacterial problems with
milk while others said that it killed off good bacteria and lowered
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the nutritional value of the milk. The Rural New Yorker printed an
article in 1947 citing several different news stories that had printed
fallacies about raw milk.5 Although milk pasteurization was not
perfect and still left milk open to having bacteria, the widespread
use of pasteurization did help reduce milk-borne diseases such as
gastrointestinal infections.6
Even though pasteurization does
remove some nutritional value, it also helps to regulate what is in
milk. Raw milk was not regulated and whether or not it is healthy
and clean was left up to the farmer; milk could be affected by what
the farmer fed cows and also how the milk was handled after it was
extracted from the cow. Another problem with raw milk was that
many houses did not have the proper facilities to keep milk cold;
this created an environment where many mothers were giving their
infants milk that was spoiled and full of harmful bacteria. Although
pasteurized milk still needs to be kept cold, it is able to be preserved
for much longer then raw milk.
Early in the twentieth century, milk stations began to crop
up all over urban America; these milk stations would provide
pasteurized milk to poor mothers and their children. Originally
these stations were funded by a philanthropist named Nathan
Straus but as the years passed the government realized the
difference that these stations were making by giving milk to
impoverished mothers and infants; it was then the government
began to fund stations as well.7 The debate over pasteurization had
a larger impact than just producing better milk products; it also
brought the high infant mortality rate back into the spotlight. In
doing so, Americans reacted by forming associations and societies
to help fight for better living conditions and food for infants,
especially for those who were impoverished. Doctors were also able
to give better advice on nutrition to expectant mothers and infants;
poor diet was a widespread problem at the beginning of the
twentieth century.
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During the twentieth century, there was a public outcry at
the mortality rates of infants and children; from this outcry, many
associations were born. In the first half of the twentieth century, the
Children’s Bureau was founded, and the American Medical
Association (AMA) became more widely known in both the medical
community and by the nation as a whole. In the latter half of the
century, the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women,
Infants, and Children (WIC) was created, along with Medicaid, to
lobby for those without voices. Not only that, some of these same
organizations created different chapters in various cities, giving
women a place to ask questions and to simply receive more support.
Since 1847, the American Medical Association has had a
profound impact on the medical community when it was founded
by Nathan S. Davis, M.D. at the Academy of Natural Sciences in
Philadelphia. Davis created the AMA to "elevate the standard of
medical education in the United States." Many thought that the
AMA would not last and that the association was idealistic and
impractical. However, the AMA is even stronger today than it was
then. In 1906, the AMA created a classification system for medical
schools of A as acceptable, B as doubtful, and C as unacceptable;
this system was later accepted by the Federation of State Medical
Boards as a reliable way to regulate medical schools. By the late
1900s, the AMA formed the American Medical Political Action
Committee (AMPAC) to represent physicians' and patients’ interests
in the political system. In 1972, the AMA successfully launched a
war against the use of tobacco, recommending that the government
also do something to control the amount of tobacco that was
circulating; this was their first major political campaign on a
medical issue.8 Since 1847, the AMA has been informing and
advising citizens on medical matters, helped to form and regulate
medical schools, and became an advocate for mothers and children
within the legal system. With the help of the AMA, mothers across
America have not only been better informed on how to care for their
babies but have also had access to better medical care.
Along with the AMA, the Children’s Bureau has helped to
inform mothers on how to care for their infants and children.
Signed into existence by President William Howard Taft in 1912, the
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Children’s Bureau was created to investigate and report on
everything that concerned the livelihood of children. 9 The Bureau
was first composed of only sixteen people with Julia Lathrop as its
first Chief. In 1913, the Bureau created its first publication, Study of
why babies die. This publication was the first of its kind; never before
had the nation compiled research on why the infant mortality rate
was so high.10 This publication allowed women to see what was
causing the deaths and, more importantly, what they could do to
prevent infant death. Over the next several years, the Bureau
published reports on what other countries were doing with their
infants and also on how private and often more affluent hospitals
were handling their infants. Information like this had never been
available to the public before and was a valuable resource to the
average woman.
When the pamphlet Infant Care was first published in 1913,
many thought that women would resist the government telling
them how to raise their children. This prediction turned out to be
wrong, as the pamphlet went through ten editions and by 1955 had
been distributed to over thirty-four million people.11 The Infant Care
pamphlet gave suggestions from how to bath babies to how mothers
should let visitors handle the baby.12 The eighth edition of Infant
Care printed in 1945 gave stern suggestions about visitors, such as
‚don’t let anyone – not even your own mother – pick up the baby
without first washing her hands.‛13
The pamphlet also
recommended to mothers that ‚fresh milk should be pasteurized.‛14
These pamphlets gave mothers information that they might not
have been able to access before and equipped them to better care for
their infant.
The Social Security Act of 1935 was signed to support the
Children’s Bureau; one section of this act was Grants to the States
for Maternal and Child Welfare. This section gave the Children’s
Bureau the same status as the unemployed and old-age sectors of
Social Security. With this new ruling, the Bureau was able to do
Katherine B. Oettinger, ‚It's Your Children's Bureau, 1962‛ in United States Social
Security Administration History Archives, http://www.ssa.gov/history/childb2.html
(accessed 16 November 2007).
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even more to protect mothers and their infants and children. At the
time of its creation, the Children’s Bureau was part of the
Department of Labor; this changed in 1946 when the Bureau was
moved to the Social Security Administration. Since then, the Bureau
has had several different homes; currently it is a part of the
Department of Health and Human Services’ Administration for
Children and Families.15 The Children’s Bureau started out as a
humble sixteen-person assembly but soon was one of the most
important resources for expectant mothers and mothers with
infants. The information provided by the Children’s Bureau was
unrivaled and no other organization had compiled and published
such extensive studies about infants.
As mentioned before, the Children’s Bureau and the AMA
had a huge impact on the decline of the infant mortality rate, but
two more associations formed at the end of the twentieth century
also impacted the infant mortality rate. On July 30, 1965, Medicaid
was signed into law by President Lyndon B. Johnson. When
Medicaid was enacted, the goal was to provide health care services
to those who could not afford them, such as pregnant women, the
elderly, the blind, children without the support of their parents, and
individuals with disabilities. Although Medicaid is an optional
program for states, all states have participated since 1982. Medicaid
is federally and state funded, and the federal government
distributes funds according to each state’s poverty level; the poorer
the state, the more federal funding they receive. Medicaid is also
available to children whose parents do not meet the requirements;
mothers with infants can obtain the proper medical care for their
babies even if they are not able to acquire it themselves. By 1989,
Medicaid coverage for children under the age of six and women
who were pregnant and whose family income was 133% below the
Federal Poverty Level was mandated.16
Medicaid gave
impoverished mothers the chance to properly care for themselves
and their children at little to no cost; this was innovative and helped
to decrease the infant mortality rate in the poorer communities.
Another government-enacted program intended to support
poorer mothers and children is the Special Supplemental Nutrition
Program for Women, Infants and Children, better known as WIC,
Ottinger, It’s Your Children’s Bureau.
"Key Milestones in CMS Programs‛ in Centers for Meidcare and Medicaid Services
(United States Department of Health and Human Services), http://www.cms.hhs.
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and ‚provides nutritious foods, nutrition education, and referrals to
health and other social services to participants at no charge. WIC
serves low-income pregnant, postpartum and breastfeeding women,
and infants and children up to age 5 who are at nutrition risk.‛
Eligibility is based on income; all applicants’ income must be at or
below 185% of the national poverty level. During its first year of
operation in 1974, WIC served 88,000 women and children; in 2004,
an average of 7.9 million people participated monthly and
approximately two million of those were infants. WIC hands out
vouchers every month for food supplements that are necessary for
healthy living such as iron-fortified infant formula, infant cereal,
milk, eggs, peanut butter, tuna fish and carrots. 17 A combination of
food stamps, WIC, and Medicaid are some of the main reasons why
the infant mortality rate dropped from 21.8 deaths per 1,000 live
births in 1968 to 12.6 in 1980.18
And living conditions from early 1900s cannot compare to
how Americans were living by the end of the twentieth century.
New technologies and improvement in overall cleanliness created
an environment that was not only more sterile. Throughout the
twentieth century, vast improvements for the average standard of
living were made; better sewer systems, cleaner water, and more
information about bacteria were just a few of the things that
changed. The average household income also improved, which
allowed most people to have better living conditions. Higher
incomes resulted in better housing and food. The average income in
the early 1900s was around $1,500 annually per family, whereas
later in the century the annual family income average was
approximately $20,000.19
During the twentieth century, advances in technology were
vast, allowing people greater access to information and easier travel.
As people became more informed and started to learn about
bacteria and better ways to feed and care for their babies, the infant
mortality rate steadily declined. During this time, doctors also
gained superior education and were more equipped to advise
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mothers on how to care for their sick infants and were also able to
instruct on better care in simple conditions. Even getting a cut in
the early 1900s was dangerous because, if that cut became infected,
there was little that the doctors could do. In contrast, by the end of
the twentieth century, cuts and minor infections could be taken care
of at home without the help of a doctor. The information that was
suddenly available during the mid-1900s was an enormous
advantage for mothers; this surge of resources was mainly due to
associations that were formed to assist mothers and children.
The combination of these four elements: newly discovered
antimicrobial agents, improved living conditions, the pasteurization
of milk, and a variety of agencies created an environment that
encouraged the wellbeing and growth of infants and children in
America. Since the United States currently stands twenty-fifth in
infant mortality among developed nations, there is obviously still
room for improvement. Studying what slowed the mortality rate in
the past and discovering what our medical weaknesses are today,
we can continue to decrease the infant mortality rate. During the
last century, sanitation and lack of information were the biggest
problems; one of the major challenges today lies in a lack of
knowledge about poorer minority groups who are having babies
with extremely low birth weights. This area is where the medical
community and social services should focus their attention and seek
improvement.
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Hospice: The Way to Go
by Amanda Danesi

Hospice traditionally ‚denotes a place designed for the
provision of comfort and hospitality to travelers along the road.‛ 1 It
is a term that conveys compassion, caring, and kindness. Today the
term hospice is used in the same manner. ‚<the road is the course
of terminal illness and the travelers are the cancer patients and the
families of those patients.‛ 2 This is a fair assessment of the hospice
movement around the world today. How did a simple act of
kindness showed by nuns in Ireland develop into a way of dying for
the rest of the world? The hospice movement, from its beginning to
the present, was nurtured by dedicated people who firmly believed
in the philosophy of and impact hospice would have on patients
and their families.
In the mid-nineteenth century, the Sisters of Charity, a
Catholic order of nuns in Ireland, found it disconcerting the large
number of their fellow countrymen dying from all manner of
illnesses; the Sisters found it particularly heart-wrenching that the
people were dying alone rather than surrounded by their families or
others. After much research, they realized that the typical IrishCatholic household at the time consisted of over twenty people
living in one small home with no more than two or three rooms.
After questioning the families in the area, they concluded there
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were three main factors as to why the sick and dying were not being
cared for. Firstly, the family did not have space the take care of
them. The huts they lived in were small and there was simply no
room. Although families did not remove their ill family members
from the homes, some of the sick chose to leave on their own so they
were not a burden on the family. Secondly, the family could not
afford to take care of ill members; resources were scarce and there
was no extra income to obtain medication or doctor’s aid that the
dying truly needed. Thirdly, the family did not have the ability to
care for their loved one. People with extreme illnesses and those
who were unable to see a physician often suffered tremendously
simply because the caregiver could not ease their pain. 3 The Sisters
of Charity saw something needed to be done and opened a center
where dying people could live comfortably. It was a clean, safe
environment to finish their journey on earth, and the Sisters
provided twenty-four hour care, seven days a week. Word of their
generosity soon spread throughout the world and eventually
reached England, Asia, Africa, Australia, and finally the United
States.4
Like the Sisters of Charity, Dame Cicely Saunders played a
critical role in the development of modern hospice care. Indeed, she
has been credited with ‚changing the death bed scene.‛5 When she
entered the University of London’s medical school at age thirtythree, she wanted to learn how to help the dying patient. People
laughed, but she proceeded anyway. Her goal was to understand
and decrease pain while the patient was going through the dying
process. Saunders dreamed of a place where people could live their
final days in peace, just as the Sisters of Charity had done, even
though she had very little financial backing. She wanted to create
‚a family community, a caring place.‛ One of her patient’s dying
words were, ‚I would have loved to have stayed in your hospital.‛
Saunders was this patient’s only family, so with his final words she
put a plan of pain management into action and began creating what
is now St. Christopher’s Hospice in London. 6 It was a place where
the dying could stay when they did not have anywhere else to go or
when their families chose not to take care of them. It took Saunders
Parker Rossman, Hospice: Creating New Models of Care for the Terminally Ill (New York:
Association Press, 1977), 83.
4 Ibid., 84.
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and a team of dedicated, highly skilled people nineteen years before
they could finally open the doors to St. Christopher’s Hospice in
1967. After researching pain, medications, and illnesses, they were
finally able to create this home-away-from-home. The team also
decided that there should be certain requirements to receive this
type of medical care. The life expectancy of a patient in hospice care
must be a maximum of six months or until the terminal illness has
run its course. The patient must be in a sane state of mind when
they request this type of care and their physician must write a
referral for the services.7
The hospice philosophy revolves around the patient and
their families. The staff members live by a motto: ‚By taking care of
the family, you take care of the patient.‛8 They offer bereavement
services to the family and also offer special grief counselors for
small children. In a brochure from the A-Med Community Hospice
Group, as is customary for other hospice groups, they offer
bereavement services for up to thirteen months after the patient has
passed.9 Hospice as an organization tries to make the passing of a
loved one as uncomplicated as possible. Other programs offer a
guide for caregivers on the dying process, explaining what to look
for to prepare for the last days and what certain actions of the
patient mean.10
St. Christopher’s was the first in-patient facility of its kind.
This home-away-from-home was a constant beehive of activity. A
team of hospice staff always consisted of doctors, resident assistant
nurses, pharmacists, financial help, volunteers, social workers,
secretaries, and chaplains. The main priority, once the patient was
admitted to a hospice facility, was pain management. To ensure the
patient’s final phase of life went smoothly, the staff would start a
pain management regimen, even if the patient was not experiencing
any pain at the time. Saunders found that some of the worst pain a
patient endures is the anticipation of pain; therefore, stopping the
pain before it started was the key to the comfort of the patient.
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Saunders went to great lengths to ensure the hospice
facility she created was vastly different from a hospital. There were
gardens and fountains, as well as different rooms for the patients to
spend their time. Infants and small children were allowed to visit,
and family celebrations were allowed in specified areas. Patients
were also allowed to smoke and have a cocktail with dinner if they
chose. Unlike a hospital, beds were lower to the ground so patients
could come and go as they pleased and they were given five pillows
as opposed to two.11 Each room was decorated to create a peaceful
mood by painting the walls a shade of light blue or coral and
hanging curtains on the windows. These were just a couple of the
comforts of home. Volunteers led reading and quilting clubs, a
drama and film club, conducted arts and crafts, and simply visited
with patients on a daily basis. 12
The idea of hospice was introduced to the United States
when Saunders spoke in 1963 at Yale University. In the audience
was Florence Wald, Dean of Nursing at Yale University. After
listening to Saunders’s speech and watching cancer patients around
her suffer using the same curative treatments, Wald decided that
end-of-life care was something she was drawn to.13 She and others
saw Saunders as the epitome of nursing, and Wald began working
with a small group to help start a hospice care facility here in the
United States. In 1974, Hospice, Inc. was founded in New Haven,
Connecticut. It was able to open with a grant from the National
Cancer Institute. In the beginning, the facility only accepted cancer
patients but today admits people with all types of illnesses
including Lou Gehrig’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s
disease, and those suffering from strokes, dementia, and heart,
kidney, liver, and lung disease patients.14
In 1972, Elisabeth Kubler-Ross testified on behalf of hospice
in front of the United States Senate Special Committee on Aging. In
1974, the same year Hospice, Inc. opened, Senators Frank Church
and Frank Moss proposed legislation to make hospice a federallyfunded entity. Due to the persistent nature of Church and Moss in
1978, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare put
together a task force that then produced a report about Hospice, Inc.
Paul M. DuBois, The Hospice Way of Death (New York: Human Sciences Press, 1980),
69.
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One year later, the government began test-running pilot programs.
Although the tests were extremely successful, it was not until 1986
that hospice benefits were made permanent by Congress. 15
The idea of hospice had taken root worldwide and would
soon evolve and adapt to the needs of a wider spectrum of patients.
Shortly after opening, St. Christopher’s recognized the need for athome care. Until this point, all patients had to be admitted to a
hospice facility. The staff began to understand that not every
patient wanted to leave their home, and some families wanted to be
a part of caring for their loved one. In 1969, St. Christopher’s
launched the first at-home care program. It was soon after that the
at-home hospice movement in United States followed suit. Hospice
teams are on call around the clock and make daily trips to the
patient’s home as well as emergency visits. At-home care is for
patients and families who simply need help taking care of their
loved one.16 Families are also typically provided with several tips
on how to care for the patient, such as how to keep the patient’s
mouths from becoming chapped, how to give a bed bath, and how
to change sheets while the patient is still in the bed.17
Amidst the growth that took place to that time, there were
real obstacles in the path of the hospice movement’s success. First,
medical schools across the country were teaching future doctors
how to ward off dangerous diseases instead of caring for the
terminally ill. The medical field was ‚waging an aggressive war
against death.‛ Doctors were in the business of saving lives, not
helping the ill. This attitude is in direct relation to the way society
felt about death and the dying process. The death of a patient was
the ultimate disgrace in the medical field. Second, parents during
the 1960s and 1970s did not talk to their children about death. Thus
began a cycle of non-communication between parents and their
children about the inevitable ending of life. 18 This point is apparent
even today in newspaper obituaries; the deceased simply ‚went to
sleep‛ or ‚went to Jesus.‛ Nobody dies. Slowly, society is changing
and death is becoming a topic that families can discuss.
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How do Americans feel about hospice today?
Its
popularity is on the rise.
In 1973, there were no hospice
organizations in the United States. In 2007, there were over two
thousand programs, a remarkable increase in only a thirty-four year
span. Americans like to know that their loved ones will be cared for
in a respectable, healthy, and humane manner. Although the
medical field has not wavered from its ‚warning, prediction,
prevention (cure)‛ theory, medical personnel are looking more
closely at the dying person. Medicine has a long way to go before
they can ease the dying person more effectively, but it has made
great strides.19
The road of creating hospice as a true medical treatment
has been long and the journey to establish the facilities across the
world has been difficult. This is an accurate description of hospice
in today’s world. Those who now reside or participate in hospice
understand the importance of continuing programs and research.
Who would have thought that a simple gesture by an order of nuns
in the mid-nineteenth century would have grown into such a
popular way of death?
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Transcendental Women: Margaret Fuller
and Female Identity
By Noelle Depperschmidt

Privileged narratives in popular literature from the
nineteenth century and testimonials of the period’s politicians with
its published specialists have effaced the memory of Margaret Fuller
from public memory. By examining her life, this essay will reveal
that Margaret Fuller’s radical work was to reconcile the dichotomy
of socially constructed gender roles of men and women in the
nineteenth century. An established ideology created by American
culture believed that men and women belonged in ‚separate
spheres.‛ She fought against the open and hidden forces that
worked against her in society. The life of Margaret Fuller that is
recorded represents a world of original experience. She was a
‚first‛ in many respects. She was one of the first women to become
active in social reform and the women’s rights movement, she was
America’s first female editor and literary critic, and she was the first
female international correspondent. She displayed courage with a
purpose. To provide hope for women of the future, she performed a
hero’s deed.
After the War of 1812, America entered a conservative
period of democracy and economic development. Accompanied by
social transformation, destabilization and rapid growth, Americans
were convinced they had finally defeated the English and began
searching for their own identity. American intellectuals, writers,
and artists flourished. Literary artists abandoned foreign literature
and strived to follow a theme with an American style and manner,
such as James Fenimore Cooper with the Leatherstocking Tales and
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Washington Irving’s Legend of Sleepy Hollow. As the technology of
the Industrial Revolution began to appear in the northeastern states
after 1815, expansionist forces and tendencies emanating from the
settled East collided in the arena of the country’s frontier. The
concept of manifest destiny, as historian Frederick Jackson Turner
would argue, nurtured individualism, democracy, and widespread
opportunity for economic autonomy. The new factory system
appeared in the United States in the early years of the nineteenth
century when both farmers and independent journeymen found
their lives increasingly hard. A highly fluid society faced the
problem of ensuring social conformity and establishing social
direction without the aid of traditional institutions which
implemented such purposes.1 New demands of a market economy
moved production and exchange along internal improvements
away from the household and resulted in a stark division between a
traditional, domestic economy and an impersonal, competitive outer
world.
The home further evolved as a ‚private sphere‛ where
women and girls adapted to a specific set of gender roles. The wide
gap between the male workplace in a ‚public sphere‛ and the
women’s ‚private sphere‛ physically, economically, and culturally
increased during the early 1800s. Developed by and for northern
middle-class men and women to anchor their own identities in a
world of flux, the doctrine of separate gender spheres also formed
America’s standard for understanding and judging the lives of
others. As a result, women lost whatever little economic and social
autonomy they had gained in the Revolutionary period as
Republican wives and mothers. From a silent ‚cult of domesticity,‛
antebellum women were granted enormous but privatized moral
and spiritual leadership.2 This led to a demarcation fostering
‚masculinity‛ and ‚femininity‛ which divided not only the sexes in
society but the entire cosmos as well. Religion, literature, and
science supported the idea that men and women each had an
inherent and separate essential nature.
As a culturally constructed identity, women were deemed
compassionate, self-effacing, and mentally inferior. Men were
believed to be rational, selfish, and intellectually superior.
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Reinforcing this ideology and increasing the gulf between men and
women were differing methods of educating boys and girls. Public
schools and private academies preparing middle-class boys for
college or careers found them studying the classics, mathematics,
natural science, history, and theology. The language used was
aggressively suitable for debate. Middle-class girls, however,
attended female academies or finishing schools to study literature,
art, languages, dance, and music. A docile language was exercised,
intended to soothe and smooth over controversy. Taken as
immutable, natural, civilized, and divinely ordained, any challenge
to gender roles and boundaries was meant to be branded
unnatural.3 It was natural, however, for nineteenth-century women
to organize and participate in a great variety of reform movements.
Freeing slaves, attaining equal rights for women, initiating prison
reform, banning alcoholic drinks, and improving education
demanded their immediate attention. Initially looked upon as
agitators, female reformers became familiar and increasingly, yet
never fully, accepted into a society that favored boys and men.
Margaret Fuller detested the restrictions which bound
women into clearly articulated gender spheres. She was dissatisfied
because she did not believe this separation was a mark of worth or
civilization in a confusing world. Raised in a conservative, upperclass household, Fuller’s parents exemplified the virtual archetypes
of polarized gender roles. Her mother, Margaret Crane Fuller, had
a salvific influence on Fuller’s family. She had been a schoolteacher
before marrying, and education was very important in the Fuller
household. In addition to being highly intelligent and determined,
Fuller felt that her mother demonstrated modesty, sweetness,
humor, and playfulness. In contrast, her father was disciplined and
composed.
As a lawyer and politician, Timothy Fuller’s
contemporaries described him as a man of business, even when
examining the merits of literature. He was assertive, earnest, highly
responsible, argumentative, abrasive, intelligent, industrious, and
ambitious. Being the first born, the gifted Margaret Fuller identified
with both her mother and her father during five years of lavish
attention and affection until the rest of her six younger siblings were
born.
Her mother taught a language and ethic of care and
connection where a praiseworthy ‚sweet and gentle spirit‛ and
‚tender understanding sympathy‛ unified the family.
As a
3
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judicious and tender mother, she acted on her belief that children
responded best to open expressions of affection and concern. 4
Timothy Fuller, on the other hand, was critical and had
been disappointed that his first-born was a girl. With a relentless,
logical thought process, he decided to tutor his daughter with an
education that he would have given a son. 5 Fuller’s love for the
written word was fostered from a young age and led to a life of
literary and philosophical exploration. Mastering the subjects of
math, history, grammar, and classical languages, she became fluent
in Latin, French, Italian, Greek, and English literature. 6 Fuller
emerged from this strict paternal training with the conviction that
her intellectual faculties were masculine in nature. This complexity
clashed with traditional female roles. Fuller took refuge from the
strain of her father's academic demands in the quiet beauty of her
mother's garden. In later years, flowers became powerful maternal
symbols in Fuller's essays and poetry. 7
Fuller’s parents became concerned about her lack of
socialization and her ‚over-education.‛ They felt her future role as
a wife and mother would be jeopardized. Timothy Fuller sensed
that Fuller was ‚not happy‛ to have ‚no sphere of action‛ for her
intellectual powers. A passage written by Fuller provides insight
into the psyche of a nineteenth-century woman: ‚If she knows too
much, she will never find a husband; superior women hardly ever
can.‛8 Fuller was then considered an anomaly by many in the
period of time before the Civil War. She had opposing parts of male
and female personalities in constant conflict. It was decided that her
more formal education be received from Dr. Park’s School in
Boston, the Port School, and Miss Prescott’s Young Ladies Seminary
in Groton, Massachusetts. A finishing school would prove to quell
her rebelliousness and fit her for marriage with dancing, singing,
drawing, and piano lessons. 9 Fuller had been set to embark on a
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European tour that would put the finishing touches on her scholarly
apprenticeship, but her father died, the trip was cancelled, and she
returned to manage her family’s dwindling finances. She supported
her mother and family, a feat she accomplished with an exhausting
combination of teaching, tutoring, and finally, writing for
publication.10
No matter how accomplished, strong, smart, or
energetic Fuller was, America’s nineteenth-century culture closed
much of public life from her. Inequality between men and women
grew even more evident when at the end of their academy years,
boys went off to college while the girls remained behind.
However, after an 1832 spiritual epiphany that Fuller
experienced outdoors in the midst of nature’s bounty, a core,
mystical vision translated into hope. By transcending ‚the divided
self,‛ a culturally constructed ‚masculine‛ and ‚feminine‛ universal
law of harmony could prevail through a conscious human effort.
This influential insight of limitations placed upon the individual’s
freedom to act was not only profound, but it directly correlated to
the doctrine of the historical Romantic period in America, roughly
between 1770 and 1840. Romanticism, an intellectual movement of
the heart, was presented in literature, philosophical thought, and
music.
It stimulated interest in, and is closely related to,
Transcendentalism. Both intellectual movements believed wisdom
flows from Nature. Within all things there is a ‚spark of divinity‛
and that the uniqueness of each person, moment, or experience is
original and free from interpretation of codes or conventions. This
assertion maintains that all things, whether organic, inanimate,
plant, animal, large and/or small, were united and shared a
commonality. As a result of her Transcendental awakening,
Margaret Fuller realized her divided personality could be
concentrated into one energy.11
Another passage from Fuller’s private journal reveals both
apprehension and resolve over the matter. She envisioned a world
in which she and other females could reconcile emotional and
aesthetic needs with intellectual strengths. A singular spiritual
vision developed. ‚I did envy those who had kept within the
protecting bound of a private life,‛ she wrote, ‚but I will not.‛ 12 She
would, due to her insight and intellect, ‚court severest trials‛ in
Megan Marshall, ‚Let Them Be Sea Captains.‛ London Review of Books 29, no. 22
(2007): 16.
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pursuit of ambitions that she, unlike most women, or even men of
her time and place, readily owned up to. Longing for educational
and vocational opportunities that were provided only for males,
Fuller realized such outlandish longings were natural human
aspirations. She understood the strength her divine intuition and
intellect offered but refrained from plunging solely into either too
fully. She was conscious of the importance of human relationships
and history. Fuller reflected that ‚only the development of the
individual and relationships among men and women could begin
the realization of the divine on earth.‛13
True to her word, Fuller developed close ties and
relationships with a group of radical young ministers and
intellectuals around Boston known as the Transcendentalists by
1836. The founding father of this group, Ralph Waldo Emerson,
welcomed frustrated leaders such as Bronson Alcott and his family,
Sarah and George Ripley, William Ellery Channing, Henry David
Thoreau, Elizabeth Peabody, and Nathaniel Hawthorne. Their
concept of seeking the divine within themselves and nature
stemmed from the German philosophical theory of Bildung, or selfculture. This spiritual and cultural rebellion was based on the value
of the individual and the life of the mind. They battled society’s
favor with materialism and the fragmentation of religion and
society. They called themselves Transcendentalists ‚because they
believed in an order of truths which transcends the sphere of the
external senses.‛ This true purpose of education, or self-culture,
aimed at clearing away a superficial or selfish nature. Learning to
follow a deeper, purer law of human nature would result in a
positive transformation of mankind.
It proved to challenge
traditional institutional authority.14
Fuller admired Transcendentalist Bronson Alcott’s courage
and faith and began teaching at Alcott’s Temple School of Boston,
Massachusetts because he believed it was the duty of the
schoolmaster to encourage the spark of divinity in children by
allowing them to express themselves freely.
Classes were
conducted by a conversational method where no topic was banned.
Fuller approved because this opposed all that had stifled and
baffled her in her own childhood and it involved cultivating all
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aspects of divinity, or true humanity.15
Every student was
considered. Qualities or capacities labeled masculine, such as
intelligence or critical judgment were identified as ‚Minerva‛ in her
literary endeavors. Those called feminine, such as spirituality or
empathy, were viewed as ‚Muse.‛ Derived from her teaching
strategies where her intention was to evenly distribute culture’s
‚great radical dualism,‛ Fuller’s legendary literary style was born.
She believed in the freedom to seek the constant improvement of the
individual and society, or freedom and responsibility. She sought to
harmonize emotion with reason and action with thought. By
explicitly objecting to conventional attitudes through articulation of
unjust prejudices and limitations on the development of women in
her society, Fuller clarified and magnified the dichotomy found
between the autonomy of men and social dependence of women in
society.
Fuller’s next teaching post was at the Green Street School in
Providence, Rhode Island where she continued to inspire
intellectual independence and self-discipline among her students.
Especially important to Fuller was setting an example as a learned,
accomplished woman. She insisted that each of her students speak
their mind, discover hidden resources, and plan for their future.
One female student’s journal entry reported
it makes me proud to hear such things as an account of a
classmate for it shows what our sex is capable of doing and
encourages us to go on improving and doing all we can to show
that we are not entirely incapable of intellectual cultivation as
some think.

What nineteenth-century women could do and everything a woman
might be in intellect and character was Fuller’s pedagogy of selfculture. Not only did it contest gender expectations in content, but
in procedure as well.16
Once back in Boston in 1839, Fuller began editing The Dial,
a quarterly journal of Transcendentalist expression, and she
contributed essays for publication. One of her most famous essays,
‚The Great Lawsuit: Man vs. men, Woman vs. Women‛, was
published in The Dial and an extension of this work was published
as ‚Woman in the Nineteenth Century‛, Fuller’s early feminist
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manifesto and classic of American feminism. Before she began her
life’s travels, and before becoming the nation’s first female
international correspondent, Fuller hosted organized gatherings she
called ‚Conversations.‛ By establishing this Conversation Club,
prominent women in Boston in the 1840s were encouraged to shed
their feminine socialization and to think of themselves first as
intelligent human beings. Spiritual and intellectual power ran deep,
but Fuller inspired women to realize their divine potential by
learning to speak their minds and to respect themselves and each
other. Their deep wisdom and divine intuition could emerge as
purpose through activity, or ‚life of thought upon the life of action.‛
Collectively, they claimed a power to re-create themselves and the
world. In this process, some central gender conventions and
expectations would be overturned. The exposure of hideous
artificiality would demand change where a meaningful life would
overcome human treachery. In this context, the seeking of selfculture in a natural critical environment achieved social
transformation.17
Presently, this paper leads us to the wonderment of
whether or not the offensive discords of the nineteenth-century
society did, indeed, undergo transformation. Did the motives of a
passionate intellectual who had to court severe trials in pursuit of
correcting moral wrongs succeed? Subjects men did not wish to
discuss, and those which women dared not approach, were
addressed by the foremost brilliant woman of the nineteenth
century on a heroic scale. As a teacher, critic, revolutionary
feminist, author, editor, and prominent transcendentalist, Margaret
Fuller’s life compels us to define her identity as our own. Her
landmark achievement, ‚Woman in the Nineteenth Century,‛
advocates a fluidity of gender characteristics. A rigid social
construction of gender roles limits the full development of women
and men alike. Fuller was satisfied after writing this history of
American feminism, ‚I felt a delightful glow as if I had put a good
deal of my true life in it, as if, suppose I went away now, the
measure of my foot-print would be left on the earth.‛18 As a
contemporary echo, others now walk in Margaret Fuller’s footsteps.
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Pearls in the Jungle: The Experience of
American Women War Correspondents in
the Vietnam War
by Joy Robbins

The Vietnam War, often called America’s longest war, had
a profound impact on American society and shaped a generation of
its citizens. This bloody conflict halfway around the world also had
a significant impact on the role of the American women reporting
on the war. The unique nature of the Vietnam War allowed female
war correspondents to expand and restructure their role both in
Vietnam and in future wars. The women writing from Vietnam had
unprecedented access to combat zones and military units, greater
freedom to choose what types of reporting they wanted to do, more
opportunities available to them within the war reporting field, and
increased exposure to war’s dangerous and deadly nature. These
factors combined to change the nature of war reporting for the next
generation of women.
In early 1961, America was supplying the South
Vietnamese government, then under the leadership of Ngo Dinh
Diem, with financing and military advisors to assist them in their
battle against the North’s Communist forces. The small Southeast
Asia country had yet to draw the attention of major news
organizations, and only the New York Times had a staff
correspondent, Homer Bigart, living in Saigon at the time. 1 Despite
this apparent lack of enthusiasm for coverage of American activity
in Vietnam, one of America’s most experienced female war
Virginia Elwood-Akers, Women War Correspondents in the Vietnam War, 1961-1975
(New Jersey: The Scarecrow Press, 1988), 11.
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correspondents, Dickey Chapelle, was already in the Mekong Delta
gathering material for freelance articles on the region’s political
stirrings.2
Chapelle, a freelance photographer and writer from
Wisconsin, had already covered World War II as an accredited
correspondent and photojournalist. She had developed ties to the
United States Marine Corps by following them into combat during
the battle of Iwo Jima and continued her association with them in
Vietnam until her death in November of 1965.3 Vietnam was not the
first conflict to be covered by American women; in fact, women had
been involved in war reporting for many years. America’s first
female war correspondent was Margaret Fuller, who reported for
the New York Herald Tribune from the front lines of the siege of Rome
by French President Louis-Napoléon in 1849.4 Although there were
American women writing about World War I from Europe, the
United States Army did not extend accreditation to female reporters
writing from the Western Front.5 Women continued to write about
war, however, and the U.S. Army accredited more than one
hundred female war correspondents during World War II.6
Marguerite Higgins, a correspondent for the New York Herald
Tribune, was awarded both the George Polk Memorial Award and
the 1951 Pulitzer Prize for her coverage of the Korean War, making
her the first woman to receive the Pulitzer for combat reporting. 7
Despite the gains in numbers of female correspondents and
the increasing appreciation for their work, only six percent of
foreign correspondents were women prior to 1970.8 Until the
Vietnam War, women had never ‚chronicled war in such numbers
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or with such lasting impact.‛9 From 1965 until American forces
officially withdrew from Saigon in 1975, more than three hundred
women were accredited, and about seventy of those women were
given official correspondent status due to the number of their
reports published in newspapers and magazines or shown in
television broadcasts.10 The sheer number of female correspondents
in the Vietnam War signaled a shift in the way that women were
allowed to cover war.
One of the most influential factors of the Vietnam War for
female reporters was the unprecedented access American journalists
were given. Throughout the American involvement in Vietnam,
travel to Saigon remained unrestricted. A visa and a plane ticket
were the only requirements to arrive on the scene of the Vietnam
War. Three letters from news services agreeing to purchase the
correspondent’s work were the only requirements for a writer to be
accredited as an official correspondent by both the Saigon
government and the United States Military Assistance Command,
Vietnam (MAC-V).11
Once accreditation was received, the
correspondent was issued a MAC-V press pass that provided him or
her access to the military transportation system in Vietnam. 12 Other
benefits accorded to the press by the U.S. military were ‚interviews
with field commanders, use of TELEX, food and shelter and even
fatigue pants, combat boots and cushion-soled socks.‛13 The
relationship between the U.S. military and the press during the
Vietnam War was the most accommodating it had ever been.
Several factors contributed to the rapport between the press
and the military and the relatively easy process of accreditation for
reporters in Vietnam. The United States government and its
military forces imposed very little pressure or limitations on the
press corps in Saigon. Prior to 1965, the American presence in
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Vietnam was strictly advisory, according to the U.S. government.
Thus, ‚to have restricted the press or imposed censorship of any
kind would have signaled that the Army of South Vietnam was
receiving something far more serious than advice.‛ 14 The fact that
the Vietnam War was an undeclared war also meant that restricting
the media in Saigon would be difficult, if not impossible, for the
American government. In an effort to facilitate the media in their
coverage of Vietnam, or perhaps in an attempt to control what was
reported, the U.S. military in Saigon provided reporters with nightly
briefings known as ‚the 5 o’clock follies‛ that were infamous for
their dubious accuracy.15
Most reporters preferred to take
advantage of the military transportation available to travel along
with individual military units and witness events for themselves.
In Vietnam, unlike in previous wars, correspondents ‚could
roam freely, hopping on and off helicopters virtually at will to go
and talk to the front-line troops,‛ and this contributed to female
journalists’ access to the war.16 For the first time, American women
could deliver firsthand reports on the daily life and experiences of
soldiers. For some of the women, their access to the American
soldiers led to an unexpected dilemma. In 1966, Beverly Deepe, a
correspondent for the New York Herald Tribune, stated that her
‚biggest challenge as a woman correspondent is that most of the
American troops expect me to be a living symbol of the wives and
sweethearts they left at home.‛17 Many of the women reported that
soldiers would talk to them for hours, allowing the female reporters
to get exclusive stories that would not be available to their male
colleagues. The psychological toll of coping with the emotional
needs of the soldiers, however, created an unanticipated source of
stress for the women reporting on the Vietnam War.
With little or no restrictions from the United States and
Saigon governments, the only barriers between female
correspondents and combat zones were the individual military
units’ commanding officers. Many of the senior officers recoiled at
Hoffman, ‚On Their Own.‛
‚Online Focus: Remembering Vietnam: Reporting the Story, April 20, 2000‛ in PBS
Online NewsHour with Jim Lehrer, http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/asia/Vietnam/
journalists.html (accessed 30 October 2006).
16 Mark Tran, review of War Torn: Stories of War from the Women Reporters Who Covered
Vietnam by Tad Bartimus, et al., Guardian U.K. (2002), http://www.guardian.co.uk/
print/0,,4528361-103691,00.html (accessed 31 October 2006).
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the idea of any civilian reporter, especially a woman, coming under
fire, although not all military officials attempted to block women
from accompanying them.18 Those military officials who did refuse
to allow women to travel with their squads gave reasons that varied
from fear of the women distracting the men to not wanting to be
held responsible for an American woman getting killed on their
watch.
Beverly Deepe reported one commanding officer’s
explanation that ‚men got killed all the time, but it would be an
insult to the commander if a woman got killed while with his
unit.‛19 Military officers denying female reporters access was the
exception rather than the rule, and once permission from the
commanding officer was secured, reporters were able to travel as
one of the soldiers, even into combat.
Female war correspondents experienced combat situations
in unprecedented numbers during the Vietnam War. Although
women had reported from the front lines in previous wars, Vietnam
was the first American war in which women could share nearly the
same experience of war as the soldiers themselves. Because the
Vietnam War was a guerilla war, fought in the jungle against an
indigenous enemy, there were no front lines of combat, and the
reporters, both male and female, traveling with military units would
often encounter fighting with North Vietnamese forces. The women
reporting the war were allowed full access to photograph and write
about the fierce jungle battles in Vietnam, and their firsthand
accounts were an important contribution to the reporting of the
Vietnam War.
The unparalleled access of reporters to the Vietnam War led
to an increase in the number of freelance reporters covering the war.
Wire services, such as the Associated Press and United Press
International, would buy articles and photographs from freelance
reporters, known as stringers, and publish them alongside the
writing of their full-time bureau staff. Vietnam provided an
opening for freelance reporters to compete on the same ground as
staff correspondents for major news bureaus.20 The increasing
opportunity for freelance work was a boon for female reporters in a
time when ‚the foreign editor at Associated Press refused to let
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women work on his desk – a prerequisite for being sent abroad.‛21
As freelance reporters, women were able to travel through South
Vietnam with greater freedom and find exclusive stories outside the
official channels available to reporters working for the wire services.
The combination of freelance work and increased access allowed
female war correspondents in Vietnam to begin to change the
accepted view of ‚women’s writing.‛
In the American wars leading up to the Vietnam War,
women were able to get assignments by reporting on war in much
the same way as their male colleagues. In order to be sent to the
front lines, they ‚argued that as they were more sensitive and more
opposed to war than men, they should be sent to write ‘the
woman’s point of view’.‛22 While the tremendous freedom granted
to reporters in Vietnam allowed women to cover combat in the same
way that men did, the female correspondents’ writing was not
limited to a male perspective, nor was it limited to military action.
Before they came to Vietnam, the majority of female reporters were
writing for newspapers’ women’s sections, which were generally
limited to human interest features rather than hard news stories.
Once in Vietnam, however, female reporters took advantage of the
access afforded to the press to write about the war from many
different perspectives. Throughout the war, women published
news articles on ground combat, the air war, the effect of the war on
the Vietnamese people, the plight of Vietnamese orphans, and even
the viewpoint of the Viet Cong.23 For their reporting on Vietnam,
female reporters earned a Pulitzer Prize, George Polk Award,
National Book Award, and Overseas Press Award. 24 As these
women gained credibility and commendation for their journalism,
writing about the people involved in war gradually lost its stigma as
‚women’s writing‛ and expanded the opportunities available to
women.
The increased access provided to reporters in Vietnam
allowed female correspondents to witness many of the war’s major
events. The presence of women writers at these key events attests to
their changing role in war reporting and their increased influence as
war journalists. As early as 1954, Marguerite Higgins was on scene
to witness the Vietnamese victory over the French at Diem Bien
Tran, review of War Torn.
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Phu.25 United Press International’s Betsy Halstead was the first
reporter of either gender to witness a B-52 raid.26 In 1968, Kate
Webb, correspondent for United Press International, was one of the
first reporters on scene at the U.S. embassy in Saigon during the Tet
Offensive. In March of 1968, Jurate Kazickas, a freelance reporter,
was in Khe Sanh during the siege and was wounded by shrapnel
from an exploding mortar.27 The increasing number of female
correspondents in Vietnam and their access to combat zones proved
to their colleagues and their critics that these women were
thoroughly qualified as war correspondents.
As the Vietnam War progressed into the early 1970s, the
women’s movement, which was gaining ground in the United
States, created even more opportunities for female reporters.
Litigation initiated by members of the women’s movement, such as
the 1972 discrimination suit filed against the Associated Press,
prompted an increase in the number of women sent by major news
organizations to cover the war.28 Despite the gains made through
the efforts of the women’s movement, most of the female
correspondents in Vietnam did not consider themselves feminists,
nor did they support the women’s movement. In fact, the majority
of the correspondents ‚did not mention the women’s movement at
all in their Vietnam War reporting or in subsequent writing, those
who have written about the movement were decidedly unfriendly
to it.‛29 Some of the objections voiced by the war correspondents
were that the women’s movement overemphasized the victimhood
of women and that the movement unfairly dismissed the sufferings
of men involved in war. As more female reporters became involved
in covering the Vietnam War, they became more influenced by their
exposure to the horrors of war, and they faced an escalating risk of
injury and death.
Female war correspondents were not immune from the
ravages of war, and their active presence in Vietnam came with a
high price. When the Marine patrol she was traveling with
encountered a booby trap, veteran reporter Dickey Chapelle became
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the first female correspondent killed in action. 30 Two of the sixteen
American correspondents killed in action in Vietnam were women.
Death was not the only danger to be faced in Vietnam, and over the
course of the war, three women were wounded in action and four
women were taken as prisoners of war.31
United Press
International’s Kate Webb was held captive by communist troops in
Cambodia for twenty-four days before being released unharmed.32
Tad Bartimus, a stringer for the Associated Press, was evacuated
from Vietnam after developing a debilitating autoimmune disease
she attributed to chemical warfare.33
One veteran war
correspondent, Patches Musgrove, was diagnosed with PostTraumatic Stress Disorder nearly a decade after the end of the
Vietnam War.34 The women reporting on the Vietnam War faced
challenges on all fronts.
The press corps in Saigon was often under fire both for
publishing allegedly biased reports and for purportedly swaying
American public opinion against the war. Female reporters were
equally involved in the tension over the press’s influence on the
Vietnam War. Prior to 1965, most women reporting on the war
from Vietnam held the same stance towards the war as the press
corps as a whole, which ‚criticized U.S. tactics and strategy but
never argued about the wisdom of the American presence in South
Vietnam.‛35 Some of the female correspondents, including Dickey
Chapelle, took a break from their reporting in Vietnam and traveled
back to the United States to give lectures on college campuses and
debate anti-war protestors.36 Throughout the Vietnam War, there
were women correspondents on both sides of the debate over the
American presence in Vietnam.
As the war continued on, however, both the attitudes of the
press and the attitudes of the American public began to change.
Around 1965, younger women, influenced by their personal
experiences with the war’s deadly effects, began to outnumber the
older women reporters who had for the most part supported the
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war. After the Tet Offensive of 1968, press coverage began to reflect
the growing negative opinion of the American presence in Vietnam.
The New York Times reporter Gloria Emerson was one of the most
visible and outspoken opponents of the Vietnam War and was also
one of the first reporters to uncover the U.S. military’s reporting of
false body counts and the fraudulent awarding of medals to military
officials.37
The increasingly complicated nature of American
involvement in the Vietnam War added to the difficulties facing
female war correspondents, yet their participation in the many
disputes about the war made them a part of its legacy.
The Vietnam War proved to be a major influence on the
role of female war correspondents. The unprecedented access and
assistance provided to reporters by the United States military
allowed female reporters to cover Vietnam in record numbers and
provided the opportunity for them to become a part of the legacy of
the war. The greater freedom of reporting allowed women to write
about their experiences directly from the front lines of combat, and
the commendations earned by their writing helped to change the
traditional views of ‚women’s writing.‛ As the number of women
who were employed as freelance writers increased during the
Vietnam War, they were able to expand their role as reporters and
open the door for the female reporters who would cover future wars
as freelance writers. In Vietnam, women faced the same dangers,
both physical and psychological, as their male peers, and at least
two paid for their courage with their lives. The cadre of female
correspondents who reported on the Vietnam War ‚transformed the
role of women as war correspondents from an aberration to a norm‛
and their legacy can still be seen today. 38 During the Gulf War,
nearly every major news organization had women leading its
coverage, and in 2002, it was estimated that more than one-third of
foreign correspondents were women.39 The American women war
correspondents of the Vietnam War created new opportunities and
provided a brighter future for the female journalists who would
follow them to the front lines.
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Translator Traitor
by Michan Chowritmootoo

Traditionally, history has been a tale of men. With their
accomplishments and failures as told by other men, women have
been simply relegated to a footnote. Through this bias, much
information has either been lost or was never honestly recorded,
leaving historians with voids which tend to filled with
speculation and educated guesses. This has proven to be the
case with Malintzin and her story. Little is known about her, and
what has been written often proves to be contradictory, thus
shrouding her in a cloak of mystery and speculation. This paper
will contrast different records of the Spanish conquest that focus
on the role Malintzin played in the conquest of New Spain, her
life after the completion of the conquest, and the enigma she has
become to modern society and historians as a result of these
records.
To provide a true and complete understanding of
anyone or anything, you must begin at the beginning; with the
account of Malintzin, that proves easier said than done for she
left no personal accounts behind that provide researchers with
an understanding of who she was. Consequently, researchers
are forced to rely upon others for information. Historical
researchers have access to three primary sources written by
Malintzin’s contemporaries at the time of the conquest of New
Spain. In an attempt to understand Malintzin, the woman who
was Hernán Cortés’s translator and lover during the conquest of
New Spain, this paper will analyze three primary documents,
49

Bernal Díaz’s The True History of the Conquest of New Spain,
Hernán Cortés’s Letters From New Spain, and Fransico López de
Gómara’s biography of Cortés entitled Cortés: The Life of The
Conqueror By His Secretary and an attempt to evaluate their
contribution to the historical records detailing Malintzin and the
role she played in the conquest of New Spain. In addition, this
paper will supplement or contrast those accounts with
secondary sources such as Miquel Leon-Portillia’s The Broken
Spears: The Aztec Account of the Conquest of Mexico, John Mathew
Restall’s The Seven Myths of the Spanish Conquest, Ferdinand
Anton’s Woman in Pre-Columbian America, John Taylor’s paper
‚Reinterpreting Malinche,‛ and Shep Lenchek’s article "La
Malinche: Harlot or Heroine?‛1
Hernán Cortés, born in Medellin, Spain in 1485, was the
only son of Martín Cortés de Monroy and Catalina Pizarro
Altamirano. At the age of nineteen, Cortés sailed for the New
World, arriving in Hispaniola where he lived as a farmer for
several years before joining Diego de Vel{zquez’s campaign to
conquer Cuba. Velázquez, then Governor of Cuba, approached
Cortés in regards to leading an exploratory expedition to what
would become New Spain. Cortés jumped at the prospect and
immediately began outfitting crews and ships for the voyage.
There are different accounts as to what transpired next; one
report provided to us by Bernal Díaz tells us that Velázquez
grew alarmed at the cost and provisions Cortés was mounting
and feared that ‚Cortés had a mind to take over the affair.‛2
According to Gómara, Cortés left Cuba without incident for
Velázquez feared that if he had tried to stop him, it would have
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lead to an uprising. Cortés departed in 1518 from Santiago and
arrived on the coast of the Yucatan in 1519.3
Fransico López de Gómara, a secular priest, was Cortés
personal secretary and chaplin upon his return to Spain; as such,
he was privy to sensitive information. de Gómara is considered
by many to have been the first chronicler of the conquest of New
Spain. However, historians have noted the fact that de Gómara
never set foot in New Spain and that his only source of
information as to what happened in came Cortés. Although de
Gómara’s is considered a primary source of the conquest, this
paper focuses on his accounts as supplemental to those of
Cortés.
Bernal Díaz was born the same year Christopher
Columbus discovered the New World, 1492. Díaz, a seasoned
explorer, was a member of Pedrarias Davila’s expedition to build
a settlement off the coast of Panama and had successfully
campaigned in Mexico with Juan de Grijalva before joining the
Cortés campaign. Díaz claims that at the age of seventy-six, he
began writing his book The True History of the Conquest of New
Spain after reading de Gómara’s account of the conquest and
intended to set the record straight. According to J.M. Cohen’s
translation of Díaz’s chronicles, Díaz suggests that de Gómara’s
account of the events had fallen prey to over exaggeration; Díaz
also claims that de Gómara, who had written the book after
Cortés death, had been paid by Cortés’s son to do so.
Unfortunately, their accounts of Malintzin often do not
correspond even on a topic as benign as where she was born.
According to Cortés’s letters from New Spain to the Spanish
King Charles and his court, Malintzin was born in Putunchan
and was given to him ‚as a present along with twenty other
women.‛4 Contradictory to what Cortés suggests, Díaz tells us
that she was born in a town he refers to as Paynala, which he
describes as being geographically twenty-four miles from
Coatzacoalcos. This seemingly innocuous geography lesson is
important for no such town exists in modern times; however in
Malintzin’s time, it was a relatively busy port town that
Cortés departed amongst protests when he arrived in Trinidad; later in Havana,
he was greeted with orders from Velásquez to strip him of his command. Neither
location, however, had the legal rights to enforce these orders. Knowing this,
Cortés, after writing a letter of remonstrance to the governor, continued on.
4 Cortés, Letters From New Spain, 376.
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provided her with the ability to converse in both Natuatl and in
Mayan, which would make her valuable as a translator in the
conquest of New Spain.5
While Cortés elected, for whatever reason, not to delve
into the life of Malintzin, thankfully for researchers Díaz did.
Díaz meticulously paid attention to detail, so much so that
researchers suggest that Díaz is to ‚chroniclers what Defoe is
among novelists.‛6 Díaz, unlike his contemporary Cortés,
devoted a chapter in his book, The True Conquest of New Spain, to
record the important role played by Malintzin in the conquest,
thus providing historians with a glimpse of who she was. He
wrote that she was born into a royal family or cacique. When she
was a young girl, her father died and her mother married his
successor and became pregnant with a son. Malintzin proved to
be an obstacle for her new family; as her father’s daughter, she
was the heir apparent and blocking her half-brother from
succeeding her in the cacique. In an attempt to prevent Malintzin
from taking power, her mother and stepfather arranged for her
to be sold into slavery.7 According to Díaz, a slave child owned
by the royal family who was around the same age as Malintzin
died; Malintzin’s parents recognized the opportunity to rid
themselves of this obstacle and sold their daughter into slavery
while they masqueraded the dead slave girl as Malintzin.
Like many other events in her life, how many years
Malintzin spent in slavery is debated, and neither Díaz nor
Cortés discussed in their writings this aspect of her life before
their arrival. What is known with relative certainty is that in
1519, after a brief skirmish between the invading Spanish and
the Chontal Mayans, the young Malintzin along with nineteen
other women were given to Cortés as a peace offering. She was
believed to have been around the age of fourteen at the time. It
is important to note that the exchange of women as a form of a
Nahuatl was the official administrative language of the Aztec empire from the
seventh century until the arrival of the Spanish in the sixteenth century.
6 Díaz, Conquest of New Spain, 9.
7 Ibid., 76. It is important to note that how this was accomplished is under debate.
Some historians suggest that the coup to prevent Malintzin from taking control
was more sinister than suggested by Díaz, that in fact the slave girl had been
killed for the sole purpose of passing her off as a dead princess. Other accounts
like the one noted by John Mathew Restall, in his book The Seven Myths of the
Spanish Conquest, suggests that the young princess had been kidnapped during a
battle by slave traders who then sold her to the Chontal Mayans.
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peace offering during this period in Amerindian societies was
common.8
Neither Díaz nor Cortés in their accounts offered any
insight into the events that transpired between the time Cortés
was gifted these twenty women and what happened to them
once he received them; the only woman mentioned is Malintzin.
However, it is widely believed that after the women were
baptized, Cortés gave them to soldiers with whom he had found
favor. Malintzin, now christened Marina, was given to a close
friend of Cortés, Alonso Hernández de Puertocarrero. Again,
modern historians are left to speculate as to what transpired
while she lived with de Puertocarrero; was she de
Puertocarrero’s lover or servant? No one knows for certain
because, again, no record of her words exists and the two
primary chroniclers of her life make no mention of this period.
Malintzin, shortly after she was baptized, was
approached by two of Montezuma’s messengers and was asked
in Nahuatl if she knew where the captain was, a question to
which she responded to in their language. News of her
encounter with the messengers soon spread reaching Cortés;
‚within a month‛ Cortés reclaimed her for himself.9 It was
suggested by Gómara that Cortés, in need of a translator who
spoke Nahuatl, had promised Malintzin her freedom and ‚more
than her liberty if she would establish a friendship between him
and the men of her country.‛10
What was promised to Malintzin by Cortés for her
assistance we can only take at the word of his secretary de
Gómara, for Cortés did not personally disclose this information
in his letters to the throne. What is known is that the translator
whom Cortés had in his employment at that time was a Spaniard
by the name of Jerónimo de Aguilar. de Aguilar, a Franciscan
priest, was shipwrecked in 1511 and had, during his eight years
in servitude as the protector of the cacique’s harem, learned the
native language of Mayan.11 de Aguilar had been serving as
Cortés sole translator; however, as they began to move deeper
into the country the language changed and Cortés found himself
Taylor, ‚Reinterpreting Malinche.‛ Taylor notes this custom was one that both
the Spaniards and the Amerindians shared.
9 Díaz, The Conquest of New Spain, 76.
10 de Gómara, Cortés, 56.
11 Díaz, Conquest of New Spain, 100
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in need of someone who spoke Nahuatl. That someone took the
form of a newly baptized slave, Malintzin.
In his letters to the throne, Cortés wrote that Malintzin
had become a faithful companion; for the conquest, she had
‚traveled always in my company.‛12 He speaks of how she
faithfully translated for him faithfully and had saved him and
his men from a plot to kill them in their sleep. This plot
mentioned by Cortés leads to the massacre at Cholula. Díaz also
writes on this event, praising Malintzin’s bravery and for her
showing no fear, only courage, which exceeded that of any
woman and that it had been she who warned Cortés of the plot.
de Gómara’s account mentioned only in passing Malintzin’s
involvement, suggesting that she merely relayed the message.
After that, what she did or where she went was omitted;
historians reading de Gómara’s account are left to wonder if she
had stayed at Cortés’s side wielding a sword above her head and
charging the enemy while letting out an ancient Mayan war cry.
What her role was exactly during this particular battle was never
recorded and as such has been lost to history.
It is at this point that the indigenous account provided
by Miquel Leon-Portillia’s comes into play. Leon–Portilla began
gathering and recording indigenous version of events as early as
seven years after the fall of Mexico City. These accounts
included testimonies of native priests, wise men, and royalty.
The Aztec account of the massacre suggests that the Spanish,
unprovoked, attacked unarmed men and once the town’s
destruction was complete; the Spaniards plundered the town of
its possessions before leaving. Their description of events
provided no mention of Malintzin, her involvement in the battle,
or any alleged plot of assassination as mentioned by Cortés,
Díaz, and de Gómara, yet the illustrations corresponding to the
massacre show her standing on a hill overlooking the town with
her finger pointed in its direction as if she were commanding the
Spanish soldiers.
Cortés’s methods of communication proved to be
inventive and a nightmare for modern interpreters. His words
were translated no less than three times between his lips and the
recipient’s ears.
Cortés and Díaz both described these
transactions; Cortés would tell Aguilar in Spanish what he
12
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wanted translated and Aguilar would then translate these words
into Mayan and relay them to Malintzin, who in turn would
translate them in to Nahuatl. Much like the children’s game
‚operator,‛ what came out in the end was not always what had
been said originally, as frequently some words did not translate.
Linguist, amateur historian, and author of Malinche’s Conquest,
Anna Lanyon notes in her book the difficulty of mastering a
language, particulary one as complex as Spanish, in which the
slightest inflection of a word can alter its meaning. She writes
that, despite any translator’s best intentions, unless one paid
meticulous detail to sound, words could unintentionally betray
the translation and thus beome a traduttore traditore, translator
traitor.13 Malintzin would, to her fellow Amerindians, become
both a translator and traitor.
In the appropriately titled chapter ‚The Lost Words of
La Malinche‛ in his book entitled The Seven Myths of the Spanish
Conquest, John Mathew Restall critically evaluates the
contradictory records provided by Cortés, Díaz, and de Gómara
regarding the importance of Malintzin’s role as interpreter.
Restall examines one event that all three men speak of and
looked at how each relayed that event. Díaz appears to have
great respect for Malintzin and the role she was playing in the
conquest, for in his account he tells of how Malintzin, without
the aid of Aguilar, translates the first meeting between Cortés
and Moctezuma II and relays the information back and forth.
This account raises an interesting question: if this was the case,
had Malintzin by this point in the conquest learned enough
Spanish so that Aguilar was no longer needed?
Again,
researchers are forced to speculate in order to answer questions
raised by this account.
However, Restall notes that de Gómara claimed that
Aguilar was indeed there and had assisted Malintzin in the
translation of Moctezuma II’s speech. While this is probably the
most likely scenario, de Gómara’s account alone cannot discount
that of Díaz, for he was present at the historic event and de
Gómara was not. Researchers do not know for a fact that at
some point Malintzin learned Spanish; as such, Aguilar would
have no longer needed to serve in the role as translator;
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however, the subject for debate is when she learned to speak
Spanish. Had she, like Díaz suggested, been the sole translator
or had Aguilar assisted?
Ideally, one would turn to Cortés’s account to clarify
these differences; however, according to Restall, Cortés’s letters
to the Spanish throne recorded the interaction between himself
and Moctezuma II as if he had handled the whole event singlehandedly and without assistance from either Malintzin or
Aguilar. The Aztec version of this meeting provided to
researchers by Leon-Portillia corroborates the story provided by
Díaz. The Aztec version recorded at the meeting of Moctezuma
II and Cortés had been translated by Malintzin. They write that
after Moctezuma II’s speech had finished, Malintzin translated
what was said for Cortés and he then replied, ‚in his strange and
savage tongue speaking first to La Malinche.‛14
What could explain the differences between these four
accounts? One theory suggests that, as a woman, Malintzin
simply did not have the ability to be able to perform this task
alone. Another theory suggests the account as told by Díaz and
the Aztecs is the correct version, arguing that Cortés as much as
confirmed Malintzin’s had acted alone by omission; if Aguilar
had been present and Cortés had omitted his contribution, it
stands to reason that he would have protested loudly and
vehemently. In his article, Taylor suggests that by the time the
Spanish conquistadors began their march on New Spain,
Malintzin had already become Cortés’s ‚primary translator.‛15
Once again, Cortés is silent on Malintzin’s involvement,
choosing instead to focus on his own personal accomplishments
in his letters to Spain in what many scholars believe as an
attempt to be left on his own to claim New Spain and its riches
for himself, save except for the king’s share. It is important to
note that, particularly in Cortés’ case, his audience was none
other than the King of Spain and the royal court. Restall
suggests the possible reason for Cortés’ omissions of Malintzin
from his letters was an attempt to distance himself from their
developing intimate relationship, citing records left by Díaz and
Portillia which suggest that at one point in Cortés’s dealings
Leon-Portillia, Broken Spears, 64. Díaz uses several names for Malintzin, calling
her by her Christian name, Marina, while her fellow country men called her
Malinali, Malinche, and La Malinche.
15 Taylor, ‚Reinterpreting Malinche,‛ 2.
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with the Mexica and the Nahua, they had begun referring to
Cortés and Malintzin ‚as though they were one.‛16
Was this the case, had Cortés written her out of the
story because, in the eyes of a native culture that allowed
women to rise to affluent positions, Malintzin shared power?
Was Malintzin at this point indeed becoming La Malinche and
thus a potential threat to Cortés’s success story? In his
chronicles of events, Díaz tells us that at one point during the
conquest while passing through unconquered towns, people
began to know who they were. In these towns, they had come to
know Cortés as malinche, which according to Díaz translated as
‚Marina’s captain.‛17 This distinction was not one limited to
Cortés but also to her fellow translator de Aguilar as well, for
they were always seen together. The name was so frequently
used that Díaz, after introducing it, makes a note that from there
on in his memoirs when ever referring to Cortés and his
interaction with the indigenous population, ‚when Malinche is
mentioned it means Cortés.‛18
Little is known about happened to Malintzin from the
period after Cortés released her after the conquest of New Spain.
However, it is believed that it was during this lull in the
conquest that she and Cortés consummated their relationship;
shortly after, she bore him a son, Martin I.19 In 1524, Malintzin is
called upon once again by Cortés to serve as his interpreter
during his campaign to Honduras. Thanks to the accounts of de
Gómara and Díaz, it is presumed that on this trip to Honduras
Malintzin became the wife of Juan Jaramillo, a favored soldier of
Cortés.
Again, as with many aspects of her life, there are
numerous versions as to how the marriage of Malintzin and
Jaramillo came about. de Gómara wrote that Jaramillo was
intoxicated during the ceremony, leaving one to conclude that
Restall, Seven Myths of the Spanish Conquest, 83.
William Prescott, History of the Conquest of New Mexico, (New York: Modern
Library, 2001), 344. Prescott’s research suggests that Malinche translates not as
Díaz suggests but instead translates as ‚the captain’s woman.‛
John Mathew Restall, Seven Myths of the Spanish Conquest, 82
18 Taylor, ‚Reintepreting Malinche,‛ 2.
19 What happened to Martin I is subject of debate. Some historians believe that
Cortés took the baby shortly after his birth and sent him to be raised in Spain.
Another theory suggests that Martin I was the favored son of Cortés but did not
leave his mother’s side until he was seven and Cortés legal wife arrived in Mexico.
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the marriage was against his wishes and had been arranged by
Cortés.20 Díaz suggested that the marriage was that of one
based on affection and that she had ‚married a gentleman.‛21
Cortés, on the other hand, is silent on this subject, offering no
information on this wedding or marriage in his letters home to
Spain.
Leaving no record of her own like many other women
in history, Malintzin’s legacy and her role in history essentially
fell to the mercy, kindness, and motives of her male
contemporaries: Cortés, who quite possibly was telling the
Spanish crown just what they wanted to hear in hopes of being
left alone to amass his wealth; de Gómara, who desired to
immortalize the accomplishments of his former employer; and
Díaz, who was quite arguably the kindest towards her memory
and wanted the truth of the conquest to be known. Taylor
suggests the task of discovering the true Malinche amid these
varying accounts is a difficult one, for not only has she not left
any written record of her own stories as Cortés and Díaz had
done, but time has essentially left her voice ‚eschewed from
historical record [and has added a+ mythical component < to the
mix.‛22 For example, while conducting research in Mexico City
for her book Malinche’s Conquest, Lanyon discovers Cortés
purchased a home for Malintzin after the conquest. The home,
still standing today, serves as a primary school and, according to
legend, is haunted by the spirit of Malintzin; children and locals
claim to see and hear the ‚weeping woman.‛23
This air of mystique that has built up around Malintzin
provides her with an almost mythological quality. She has been,
loathed, misunderstood, pitied, and vilified by those who have
come after her. Blamed for not only the fall of Mexico but for the
birth of the first Mexican, even her name has become
synonymous with treachery and betrayal. Historian Haniel
Long in 1939 spoke about the problems plaguing historians
researching women, such as separating the reality from the
conjectured. Using his research on Malintzin to illustrate this
problem, Long writes that the ‚vital questions which Malinche
brings up in her half-legendary, half-historical, person, hinge on
de Gómara, Cortés, 56
Díaz, Conquest of New Spain, 40
22 Taylor, ‚Reinterpreting Malinche,‛ 2.
23 Lanyon, Malinche’s Conquest.
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the fact that women, as men have seen and drawn and dreamt
them, are chiefly of two kinds, those who reveal maternal traits
and those who are more like courtesans.‛24

24

Haniel Long, Malinche (Doña Marina) (Santa Fe, NM: Writer’s Editions, 1939), 4.
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Women in the Late Middle Ages
by Teresa S. Pierce

The popular view of the period from 1000 to 1500 AD is of a
restrictive, repressed time when life, especially for peasants, was
nasty, brutish, and short. The Catholic Church was solidifying its
secular as well as its religious influence, declaring its supremacy
over all peoples and rulers. The authors of Between Pit and Pedestal:
Women in the Middle Ages state that ‚women were burdened by
being female in a man’s world where the ecclesiastical hierarchy,
judicial systems, secular governments, educational institutions,
medical establishment, and business community all discriminated
against women.‛1 Many books that focus on politics, wars, and
revolutions fail to mention females and their contributions to premodern society. However, from 1000 to 1500 AD, some exceptional
women were making an impact on evolving European culture.
Trotula di Ruggerio was a physician in Salerno, Italy when few
women had access to professional medical care or training of any
kind. Hildegard of Bingen was a nun who corresponded with and
advised rulers, popes, and many others, as well as excelling as a
composer of religious music. Author and poet Marie de France
gained recognition for introducing a new genre of writing to the
literary world. Christine de Pisan was a prolific writer and social
commentator in France at the courts of Charles VI and Charles VII.
All of these women overcame the societal boundaries placed on

Marty Williams and Anne Echols, Between Pit and Pedestal: Women in the Middle Ages,
(Princeton: Markus Wiener Publishers, 1994), 11.
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them and, in some cases, surpassed the achievements of their male
contemporaries. In contrast to many medieval women whose lives
were undocumented and lost in history, they are remembered for
their accomplishments. They were able to extend their influence far
outside the normal boundaries allotted for women and to add to
their culture in important ways.
Trotula di Ruggerio was a female physician and
gynecologist at the prominent medical school in Salerno, Italy. The
school came into prominence about 1000 AD, and although the date
of its establishment is not known, it was most prominent during the
eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth centuries. 2 Little is known about
the origins or life of Trotula de Ruggerio, although there is some
indication that she had a husband and two sons also on the faculty
at Salerno, and she is rumored to have died in 1097.3 She probably
had a noble background in order to have access to a high level of
education. During the late tenth century, Trotula de Ruggerio was
able to gain prominence at Salerno when just two centuries later,
female physicians throughout Europe were all but eliminated. By
1200 AD, clerics suspected all female healers of witchcraft, and
persecuted any woman known to practice healing outside the
bounds of midwifery. Male physicians jealously feared competition
from women healers and discredited them at every chance. Rulers
also distrusted female physicians and outlawed their practice of
medicine.4 The number and importance of European universities
increased beginning in the twelfth century, but none were open to
women.5 The relatively less restrictive atmosphere of the tenth
century allowed wom en some agency in studying and practicing
medicine.
Trotula de Ruggerio is reputed to have been one of the
most learned physicians of the day, renowned as a doctor, author,
professor, and gynecologist. She is credited with being the main
author of two major medical treatises: Trotula Minor, which dealt
with general ailments and remedies, and Trotula Major, or The Book

Henry Smith Williams, ‚History of Science, Vol. 2‛ in Project Gutenberg Etext
(Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, revised 1999), www2.cddc.vt.edu/
gutenberg/etext99/2hsci10.txt, (accessed 1 November 2000).
3 Patsy Ann Giese, "Women in Science: 5000 Years of Obstacles and Achievements‛ in
SHiPS Resource Center (University of Minnesota), www1.umn.edu/ships/gender/
giese.htm (accessed 8 November 2000).
4 Williams, ‚History of Science.‛
5 Giese, ‚Women in Science.‛
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on the Diseases of Women According to Trotula, which addressed the
singular medical and reproductive problems of women. Author
and translator Monica Green states that although the exact identity
of Trotula, or perhaps Trota, is ambiguous, it is certain that a female
physician existed who authored the major part of these works, and
she has been honored through the centuries for her contributions to
medicine.6 In Trotula Major, the author states,
Therefore, because women are by nature weaker than men and
because they are most frequently afflicted in childbirth, diseases
very often abound in them especially around the organs devoted to
the work of Nature. Moreover, women, from the condition of their
fragility, out of shame and embarrassment do not dare reveal their
anguish over their diseases (which happen in such a private place)
to a physician < And so with God’s help, I have labored
assiduously to gather in excerpts the more worthy parts of the books
of Hippocrates and Galen, so that I might explain and discuss the
causes of their diseases, their symptoms and their cures.7

Although her writings are pre-modern and thus extremely different
from modern medical diagnosis and practice, it was the first and
only written source for the diagnosis and treatment of women’s
maladies until several centuries later. This book remained one of
the standard reference texts on gynecology until the sixteenth
century.8 Trotula de Ruggerio’s direct approach to women's
medical problems and the authority with which they were written
ensured that her treatises would be useful for generations of women
who had no other access to medical advice.
Even physicians in the twentieth century recognized
Trotula de Ruggerio for her contribution to medical practice. In a
paper read before the American Medical Women's Association in
1940, she was praised for intelligent use of the medical knowledge
available to her. Trotula de Ruggerio is credited with pointing the
way toward modern practice and utilizing the surgical equipment
and medical supplies then known.9 Her study and insight separated
her work from that of most male physicians, who considered
women's problems to be beneath their dignity to treat. Trotula de
Monica Green, The Trotula: A Medieval Compendium of Women’s Medicine,
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 2001), xi.
7 Ibid, 72.
8 Muriel Joy Hughes, Women Healers in Medieval Life and Literature, (Freeport, NY:
Books for Libraries Press, 1943), 66, 105.
9 Ibid., 106.
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Ruggerio provided information in place of superstition when the
absence of medical knowledge was one of the greatest health
hazards.10
Another notable woman, Hildegard of Bingen, researched
nature-based methods of healing and used her considerable
intelligence to further knowledge in other areas as well. Hildegard
of Bingen was born in 1098 in the town of Bermersheim, not far
from Mainz, Germany. As the tenth or "tithe" child of a local
nobleman, she was compelled from the age of eight to live a life of
total enclosure as a nun. 11 It was at the age of three, or perhaps five,
that she began experiencing paranormal phenomena when she saw
a light so bright that ‚my very soul shook.‛ 12 These visions were
sanctioned by the pope and were key to her initial rise in stature in
the Church.13 Modern authorities agree that the symptoms she
described as accompanying her visions mirror those of someone
afflicted with migraines. Amazingly, she interpreted these as
visions from God, and she gained much insight from them. It is
interesting that she benefited so much from such a debilitating
disease and that others also believed in her mystical experiences. 14
For women like Hildegard of Bengin, convents of the time were a
refuge for female intellectuals and provided a way of life in which
they could distinguish themselves. Most of the female medieval
literary, artistic, scientific, and philosophical stars were nuns,
especially in Germany. Since the convents were not involved in
priestly duties, and were not yet active in social services, there was
more opportunity for nuns to excel in scholarship there than in any
other lifestyle.15 Hildegard de Bingen was a very intelligent and
charismatic person who accomplished a great deal in her long life.
She lived to be eighty-one years old, very elderly during the Middle
Ages. As evidenced by the large volume of extant letters, she
corresponded with and advised popes, kings, and an emperor as
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14 Kristina Lerman, "The Life and Works of Hildegard von Bingen (1098-1179)" in
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well as others, founded three convents and created the first morality
play.16 Over four hundred of her own letters exist, enough to show
a comprehensive view of her beliefs and personality. 17 Joseph L.
Baird says, ‚The age into which Hildegard was born was a
turbulent, disorderly age, a time of petty wars and fierce struggles,
of unruly secular leaders and undisciplined Church officials, a time
of popes and anti-popes, emperors and anti-emperors, a time, in
short, of bloody conflict between Church and State.‛18 During this
tumultuous time she also became a "monastic troubleshooter,
consultant exorcist, and visiting preacher." 19 One source says she
was one of the most influential scientists of the period from 1000 to
1400, writing about cosmology, medicine, botany, zoology, and
geology.20 She used the curative properties of natural objects for
healing and wrote treatises about natural history and the healing
powers of plants, animals, trees, and stones. 21
Hildegard was also a gifted composer and the convent was
an ideal location for her; she had copyists, performers, and a forum
for her music ready at hand. Her compositions were different from
the mainstream music of her day, and must have been new and
exciting to her listeners. Typical plainchants had rounded, gradual
ascents and descents on the scale, while Hildegard's notes rose
quickly and steeply with a slow falling decline, like "spires of Gothic
cathedrals shooting up into the sky."22 One commentator said that
New Age music arrangements bear some resemblance to her
compositions.23 Hildegard of Bingen is the first composer whose
biography is known and her music for the mass is the oldest such
music known to be composed by a woman.24 With no formal
musical training she created seventy-seven chants and the first
musical drama in history.25 This talented nun wrote about the
reason and necessity for music in worship to God: ‚The body is the
Baird, Letters of Hildegard of Bingen, bookjacket.
Baird, Letters of Hildegard of Bingen, 4.
18 Baird, Letters of Hildegard of Bingen, 10.
19 Flanagan, Hildegard of Bingen, xi.
20 Giese, "Women in Science.‛
21 Lerman, "The Life and Works of Hildegard von Bingen.‛
22 N. Fierro, "Hildegard of Bingen: Symphony of the Harmony of Heaven",
http://lazadas.ho8.com/www.tar.hu/lazadas/hildegarzene.htm (accessed 26 October
2000).
23 Lerman, "The Life and Works of Hildegard von Bingen.‛
24 Lerman, "The Life and Works of Hildegard von Bingen‛;
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vestment of the spirit, which has a living voice, and so it is proper
for the body, in harmony with the soul, to use its voice to sing
praises to God.‛ Responding to an interdict restricting the use of
music in worship at her convent, she wrote, ‚Therefore, those who,
without just cause, impose silence on a church and prohibit the
singing of God’s praises and those who have on earth unjustly
despoiled God of His honor and glory will lose their place among
the chorus of angels.‛26 The range and intellectual power of her
writings surpassed most of those of her male contemporaries, both
ecclesiastical and secular.27 Author Joseph L. Baird characterizes her
as "one of the most accomplished women in pre-modern times."28
While Hildegard de Bingen had complete confidence in her celestial
knowledge, she was also very humble. She wrote, ‚I saw a great
splendor in which resounded a voice from Heaven, saying to me, ‘O
fragile human, ashes of ashes, and filth of filth! Say and write what
you see and hear. But since you are timid in speaking, and simple
in expounding, and untaught in writing, speak and write these
things not by human mouth, and not by the understanding of
human invention, and not by the requirements of human
composition, but as you see and hear them on high in the heavenly
places in the wonders of God.’‛29 Hildegard de Bingen was revered
during her lifetime for her religious and scholarly contributions.
Although she initially gained notoriety for her unusual visions, her
intelligence and tenacity were also deciding factors in her success.
Marie de France was an author whose works were far less
scholarly, but they are important as an indicator of changing
medieval thought and philosophy. Marie de France was first to
create the "fairytale" genre by collecting folktales and turning them
into magical stories in verse, known as lais or lays. John Fowles
says, ‚Hers is the first indisputably feminine view of the human
comedy expressed through art.‛30 Little is known about her origins,
although the Old French language she used and her personal
references point to her birth in Normandy in the middle of the
twelfth century, and her subsequent move to England. In one of her
prologues she says, "I am Marie, I am of France" and she is
Baird, Letters of Hildegard of Bingen, 79.
Flanagan, Hildegard of Bingen, xi.
28 Baird, Letters of Hildegard of Bingen, bookjacket.
29 Ibid, 10.
30 Robert Hanning and Joan Ferrante, trans., The Lais of Marie de France, (New York: E.
P. Dutton, 1978), ix.
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identified by an anonymous thirteenth century poet as well as by a
contemporary poet of her time. From her dedications to a "King
Henry" and the remark that she hoped to find favor for her work in
a foreign land, it is assumed that she was a lady at the court of
Henry II and Eleanor of Aquitaine, who reigned from 1154 to 1189.31
Marie de France’s writings are dated generally from 1160 to 1215
and her extant works include the Lais, a collection of love poems
and stories, animal fables, and the supernatural tale St. Patrick’s
Purgatory.32 The fact that she was well educated and probably a
member of the nobility can be deduced from her works; she wrote
and translated English, French, and Latin. Marie de France was
talented and she was compelled to share her gift with the world. In
the prologue to her Lais she wrote,
Whoever has received knowledge
and eloquence in speech from God
should not be silent or secretive
but demonstrate it willingly.
When a great good is widely heard of,
then, and only then, does it bloom,
and when that good is praised by many,
it has spread its blossoms <
In your honor, noble King,
who are so brave and courteous,
repository of all joys
in whose heart all goodness takes root,
I undertook to assemble these lais
to compose and recount them in rhyme.
In my heart I thought and determined,
sire, that I would present them to you.
If it pleases you to receive them,
you will give me great joy;
I will be happy forever.33

Her folktales are the earliest fable collection in a PostRoman, Western European vernacular, and she is the first known
woman to write in French. She concentrated on embellishing old
Celtic folktales, which were previously unrecorded except in song. 34
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Her stories often relied on religious and mystical symbolism and
were colored with courtly life and the ideas of the time. Her works
were popular for many years because manuscripts of them exist
from the beginning of the fourteenth century, and in 1245, the
Norman king ordered a translation of her stories. The twelfth
century was a time of humanism as well as feudalism, and there
was a growth of interest in the individual finding expression in lyric
poetry and songs. The interest in epics, vast and involved poems
like huge, detailed frescoes, was waning. Women especially had
more time and inclination to dig beneath the surface of a story and
to find its hidden meaning, so the style of Marie's writing had great
interest for them. The legitimacy of Marie de France's work is also
validated by the ways in which later authors utilized it. Her
charming stories and verses were the first of a much-loved form of
literature that was later emulated by Hans Christian Anderson and
the Brothers Grimm. It is believed that Chaucer relied on her stories
for some of his work, and that Sir Walter Scott based a ballad on one
of her lays. In 1820, Goethe praised her work and said the passage
of years and the mystery that surrounded Marie and her work made
her poems more exquisite and precious.35 The tales are invaluable
as a record of medieval thought and philosophy in addition to their
literary worth. Except for her poems and fables, no other writings
of Marie de France have been located. Although very little is known
about her personally, she was an original and imaginative writer
whose entertaining stories have survived the test of time.
Two centuries later in Marie's native country, another
female author gained recognition at the French court of Charles VI
and Charles VII.36 Christine de Pizan was born of Italian descent in
Venice in 1363 and was raised at the court of King Charles V, where
her father, Tommaso di Benvenuto da Pizzano, was a royal
physician and astrologer. Her opportunity for an education was
probably the best available to women since she was allowed to read
and meditate on the thoughts of the greatest minds in a library of
1,200 books that had been accumulated by the king.37 She had a
precocious love of study, and as the daughter and granddaughter of
college graduates and later wife to an educated man, Christine de
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Pizan had close contact with learned people.38 At the age of fifteen,
she married the king's notary and secretary, Etienne de Castel, a
match about which she says, ‚I do not complain at all about Fortune
on this account, for < I could not have found a more desirable
partner.‛ When King Charles V died at the young age of forty-four,
her father was left practically destitute due to his loss of influence at
court. He died shortly thereafter, leaving young Etienne de Castel
as head of the family. After having been married ten years,
Christine de Pizan’s husband died, leaving her the sole support of
her mother, a niece, and three children. She blamed Fortune for her
husband’s death, saying, ‚Because of her, Death struck him down in
his prime < and I, at twenty-five, was left with the responsibility of
three small children and a large household.‛39 After his death,
Christine de Pizan describes the many trials that she went through
as a young widow who had always been pampered and indulged
and who knew nothing of business or her husband’s estate. She
composed a ballad about her plight:
Alas! Where shall they find solace,
Poor widows who have lost all?
For in France, which used to be their harbor
Of safety, and where women without shelter
And without protection would find refuge,
Now they find no offer of friendship,
No sign of pity from nobles
Or from clerics great or small,
And princes are deaf to their pleas.40

She then relates how she took up study again and was able to
improve her writing to the point that she could support her family.
She wrote the allegorical poem "The Long Road to Learning" and
used it as the vehicle for a discussion on the qualities most
necessary for good government; it was a way of calling the attention
of Charles VII to what she considered his obligation to society. 41 A
later piece, "The Book of the Body of Policy", outlined her theory of
how to correct the problems in France.42 She was not afraid of
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voicing her opinion, which was an unusual trait for women in her
society.
Christine de Pizan also had a talent for social satire and
used it effectively to call attention to the shortcomings of society;
she thus made the transition from courtly poet to social
commentator.43 She wrote,
One day a man criticized my desire for knowledge, saying that it
was inappropriate for a woman to be learned, as it was so rare, to
which I replied that it was even less fitting for a man to be ignorant,
as it was so common.44

As an educator, her ideas were ahead of her time; the work "Moral
Teachings and Proverbs" marked the beginning of her interest in the
education of children, although it was primarily meant for her own
son. In this poem, she utilized the value of verse as an aid to
memorization and instruction. Also, as someone interested in
education, she criticized the customary use of Ovid's writings as
school texts because they planted prejudiced ideas about women in
the minds of naïve boys.45
Her experiences as a young widow and single mother
doubtless influenced her writings in defense of women. 46 She went
against mainstream thought by criticizing the misogynic view of
women in the works ‚Art of Love" and "The Romance of the Rose." 47
Her participation in the dispute over ‚The Romance of the Rose‛
placed her at the center of public controversy and debate at a time
when women were not supposed to have an opinion, much less
express it openly.48 The most famous of her writings about women
is "The City of the Ladies," a mythical utopian city that was a refuge
for women of all ages and countries who had distinguished
themselves by good and heroic deeds.49
Although called the lone feminist voice in the fourteenth
century and for many centuries thereafter, she cannot be
characterized as a modern feminist because she did not advocate a
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radical change in society. 50 Medieval belief was that the order of
society was divinely ordained, and she advocated reform of the
people living in the society. She disputed the contemporary male
stereotypes of women as sexual objects, mentally deficient,
seducers, and "prone to every vice."51 Christine de Pizan utilized the
opportunity for education to improve her circumstances in life, and
she publicly believed in her own self-worth, a rare thing for a
woman in her society. Her extensive and varied writings would be
impressive in any era, especially since she was in her forties before
she began publishing. She was an astute political commentator and
a vivid witness of the times in which she lived.
These women had a great influence on the development of
their society, and they are still remembered for their
accomplishments. As members of the nobility in a position to
communicate with people in power, they had the freedom to
expand their influence. Trotula de Ruggiero saw the need for a
comprehensive study of women's health, and her medical research
and writings provided a desperately needed body of knowledge to
women when supernatural events were believed to be the cause of
illness and death. Hildegard of Bengin was of a noble family and
lived with other women of noble lineage in the convent. Because of
her visions and prophecies, she gained the respect and attention of
important clerical and secular leaders during a chaotic and violent
time in the history of the Catholic Church. Her belief in her visions
gave her the needed impetus to develop her talents to their fullest
capability. Marie de France was accepted at the court of King Henry
II and Eleanor of Aquitaine. Although her identity is elusive and
largely unknown, she took advantage of her talent and strove for
recognition by her peers. Her verses and stories had a wide
circulation among the nobles of England, and her original fables
based on folklore introduced a new genre of literature. Christine de
Pizan was raised and lived at the French royal court for most of her
life. Her determination to educate herself and her self-confidence
enabled her to succeed both as the sole support of her family and as
a talented author and poet. Her literary talents were enhanced by
her education while her experiences as a woman in a patriarchal
society influenced her subject matter and honed her skill as a writer.
These elite-born women made the most of the opportunities
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available to them. More importantly, by their actions and writings
they also influenced the fate of their female contemporaries, as well
as those who lived after them.
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Established Church: Anglican Theology and
Sacred Architecture in Colonial Virginia
by Leslie Lindsey

“Concerning this house which thou art in building, if thou wilt walk in my statutes,
and execute my judgments, and keep all my commandments to walk in them;
then will I perform my word with thee, which I spake unto David thy father …
So Solomon built the house, and finished it.” – I Kings 6:12, 14

With the success of the tobacco crop in seventeenth century
Virginia, a wealthy planter class emerged in the new economy and
gained authority over society. By ruling civil government and
church vestries in addition to their own plantations, the Anglican
gentry fulfilled the ‚Ambition each had of being Lord of a vast <
territory.‛1 Property ownership was the primary qualification to
possess power, with class differences visibly defined by dwelling,
diet, and dress.2 These symbols allowed church services to become
a parade of ‚extravagance and finery,‛ a ‚grand theatre‛ making
secular and religious life indistinguishable.3 Through site location,
exterior architectural details, and building materials, the Anglican
church building in eighteenth-century Virginia became an
instrument by which the wealthy class both exercised their religious
obligations and reasserted their dominance. Controlling much of
Rhys Isaac, The Transformation of Virginia 1740-1790. (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 1982), 42.
2 Ibid., 46.
3 Richard L. Bushman, The Refinement of America: Persons, Houses, Cities (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1993), 180.
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municipal and religious life from their seats of power, these
patriarchs of the landed class were responsible for the architectural
landscape of the region and imposed their economic, civic, and
spiritual beliefs in building construction.
The motivations behind Anglican architecture were to
reassert ecclesiastical hierarchy and quell dissension in the region by
the sheer dominance of the church structure. 4 While strongly
influenced by Catholic tradition but without upholding clerical
authority or supporting evangelical egalitarianism, clergy in the
Church of England held a responsibility to lead parishioners and
remain ‚a first among spiritual equals.‛5 By the eighteenth century,
however, Virginia ministers lamented on their ‚‘wofully ignorant’‛
worshipers; it was thought that Church purity dissipated as it
traveled the great distance to the New World. 6 Parishioners
partaking in Communion had dwindled in direct proportion to the
number that had been officially confirmed by the bishop and people
refused to partake out of ‚‘fear or ignorance.’‛ However, it has
been speculated that up to a third of the qualified congregation took
Communion regularly, with an increase in participation at Easter.7
Meanwhile, the church audience primarily consisted of free white
men and their families; slaves and indentured servants were
discouraged by their masters from attending services, and if they
did attend, were relegated to back entrances and rear or balcony
pews.8
While human reason seemed to supplant piety in many
post-Reformation religions, morality and good works remained a
central tenet of faith for Anglican worshipers and the gentry was
not exempt from their spiritual duties. Historian Keith Thomas
described the gentry’s worship as ‚‘a collective act – “common
prayer” – an affirmation of social solidarity. As such religious
worship emphasized the common concerns which all members of
society shared.’‛ Virginia’s elite recognized a religious obligation to
serve and manage the community in all areas, including spiritual,
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7 Ibid., 261.
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and it was through religious practices, including church
construction, that ‚parishioners had their origins, purposes, and
destinies defined.‛ The gentry believed that God created the world
and everything in it, including social hierarchy, and it was their
duty to obey this order of creation by accepting their divinelyappointed leadership.9 For Anglicans, their ‚public rituals‛ of
leisure and affluence remained the primary medium to gain and
maintain prestige.10 And there was no contradiction between
theology and lifestyle for wealthy Anglican planters because ‚the
religious faith of colonial Virginians linked the secular and the
sacred, the material and the spiritual < involved in the daily lives
of men and women.‛11
Often, wealthy planters were portrayed as superficial and
contradictory in many journals from the period, such as those kept
by the Carter family’s hired tutor Philip Vickers Fithian and wealthy
planter William Byrd II, but the gentry's dedication to the church’s
physical structure belies this conclusion. Tradition and power were
strong motivators, but it was also a Biblical New Testament
obligation to minister to the poor, sick, and less fortunate.12 For
example, Landon Carter, fulfilling his self-understood Christian
duty, practiced paternalism by administering medicine and other
remedies to his slaves, family, and friends, and kept careful registers
of his treatments.
Many elite planters were compelled to
‚preserving virtue in the community.‛13
This concern with
benevolence is also measured in their reading materials. For
example, Byrd ‚favored the works of the Rev. John Tillotson, the
Anglican archbishop of the late seventeenth century, while Fithian
wrote that Robert Carter owned ‚‘a vast number of books on
divinity, chiefly by writers who are of the established religion.’‛ 14
Philologist Eric Auerbach also sites Biblical Old Testament history
as a model, explaining that ‚the sublime influence of God here [in

John K. Nelson, A Blessed Company: Parishes, Parsons, and Parishioners in Anglican
Virginia, 1690-1776 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001), 290-294.
10 Clifton Ellis, ‚Dissenting Faith and Domestic Landscape in Eighteenth-Century
Virginia,‛ Perspectives in Vernacular Architecture 7 (1997), 31, 33.
11 Brent Tarter, ‚Reflections on the Church of England in Colonial Virginia,‛ Virginia
Magazine of History and Biography 112, no. 4 (2004).
12 Patricia U. Bonomi, Under the Cope of Heaven: Religion, Society, and Politics in Colonial
America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986), 97-99.
13 Isaac, Transformation of Virginia, 48, 51.
14 Louis Wright, ‚Pious Reading in Colonial Virginia,‛ The Journal of Southern History 6,
no. 3 (1940), 390.
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the Old Testament] reaches so deeply into the everyday that the two
realms of the sublime and the everyday are not only actually
unseparated but basically inseparable.‛15 It was expected that the
gentry grasp and apply the lessons gleaned from their readings and
is even documented in their correspondence with one another,
markedly in an exchange of letters between King Carter and his
agent in London regarding the use of the word ‚muckworm.‛ 16
Planters were not only required to comprehend but also to exercise
their theological readings, and this was notably applied in church
construction.
In the tidewater region, the wealthy landed class who
prospered in tobacco planting were deliberate and methodical in the
arrangement of property within the counties and organized society
based on their theological understandings. Their own residences,
along with government and religious buildings, dominated the
landscape. The road system was designed to emphasize the
network between these three institutions. The Carter family
commanded Lancaster County, which had a tree-lined boulevard
between their estate and the parish church. Vestry councils made
up of wealthy planters selected a location that was in the
geographical center of the parish or county; some sites were used
repeatedly, with the existing structure being demolished and
replaced.17 Of course, parish and county boundaries were drawn
with consideration to the plantations; therefore, practically any
building site would be convenient to their centrally-located
residences.
Because of the Anglican emphasis on reason, an ordered
society was imperative in demonstrating religiosity, and the landed
gentry in colonial Virginia saw the built environment as their holy
obligation. In 1705, settler Robert Beverely described Virginia as
‚yet to acquire definitive shape,‛ with his neighbors, presumably
the common planters, possessing ‚neither the interest nor
inclinations < to cohabit in towns.‛18 During the seventeenth
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century, the proximity of water was an important factor in the
selection of a church site, both for fresh drinking water and for ease
of travel before the development of an adequate road system. 19
However, as the church gained importance as a place for
community assembly during the eighteenth century, location was
determined primarily by its centrality and the accessibility from
newly-established and adequate roads. An exception was made in
the case of dense population residing in only one section of the
parish, whereby a geographical center was inconvenient to the
majority.20 Petitions to the House of Burgesses were drafted in
several counties to dissolve vestry councils and allowed the colonial
government to delineate the number of church structures and their
locations, fortifying the church members against the appointed
vestry and their respective rights. As the backcountry expanded
into the continent’s interior, the church became one of the only
official institutions on the frontier and a place for colonists to
connect socially, politically, and economically.21 Once a specific site
was selected and agreed upon, the landowner was lobbied to donate
the property, with the landowners sometimes becoming the
contractor on the project. Construction was typically bid and
completed by various craftsmen in the community, but often their
work was secured by a bond guarantee funded by the gentry-centric
vestry.22
The main requirements for a new building were drawn
from ‚‘Prayer Book worship’‛ and were designed to meet the
community’s needs to serve as a center of worship.23 As required by
Anglican canon law, churches had the long axis of the building
oriented east to west, with the main entrance on the west façade and
secondary entrances located on the south and north ends. 24 The
altar was required to face east; the door was then opposite the altar
so that as parishioners entered the sanctuary, they would be
walking toward the altar and, therefore, God. Entering the church,
there was an uninterrupted movement toward the altar as the
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congregant left the secular world, entered into the sanctuary, and
walked toward the threshold of heaven.
In the eighteenth century, most Anglican churches were
oblong.25 Engineering challenges centered on buttressing a large
and undivided space; while the building was similar in size to many
residences, planter homes were partitioned into rooms and
corridors and the walls could hide the extra support beams for the
second story. For churches, the solution was a set of particular
framing techniques and arched ceilings whose weight could be born
on rafters and stronger truss joints.26 By the 1730s, the sheer size of
the structure was imposing as colonists approached, with the plain
lines of the doors and windows offset by a high, steep-pitched
roof.27
Initially made out of wood, the 1720s and social
consolidation introduced the widespread use of exterior brick in
church construction.28 The Belle Isle estate, owned by elite planter
William Towles, had a foundation of 18 by 39 feet, stood two stories,
and was erected with brick in ‚the fashionable Flemish bond,‛ a
decorative pattern determined by the color and finish of the
material and extremely common on church fascias as they became
simpler in the mid-eighteenth century29 Brick was also utilized for
more practical purposes; the strength of two- to four-brick thick
walls could support ceiling heights between twenty and twentyeight feet.30 English bricks were occasionally imported for interior
trim work, but native materials were most frequently used. 31
Initially, belfries and steeples were not incorporated into the design
for strictly practical purposes: most colonists lived too far away
from the church to hear the bells ringing. 32
The exterior elevations of Anglican parish churches in
colonial Virginia were determined by both upper-class domestic
living conditions of the period and Anglican ecclesiastical law. Belle
Isle was a model of genteel residences, with a symmetrical front
elevation and wide hallway through the center of the floor plan,
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dividing it in half.33 This hall emphasized a processional movement
through the space, similar to entering an Anglican church.34 The
proportioned façade also characterized Cleve, the estate owned by
Charles Carter in King George County, with its two-storied
elevation and equidistant chimneys.35 While most homes lacked
exterior polish and paint or interior ornamentation, churches and
mansions were finished in
the Georgian mode. The paneling, the balusters, the
pedimented doorways, the smoothed walls and ceilings, the
cornices, and carving linked mansion and meetinghouse in a
decorative continuum.36

This style, very popular in England during the period, was also
used in the governor’s mansion completed in 1750 at
Williamsburg.37 This seamlessness between private domestic and
public religious life made churches more accessible to genteel
society, who rightly felt at home in the structure since it so closely
resembled their own domestic habitat; the largest room most
common colonists ever entered was the high-vaulted interior of a
church.38 The domed ceiling was to be a symbol of the sky, a
‚marker of distinction and dignity‛ that was ‚derived from a
language of honor,‛ the parallel being that those who were under
the heavens – even if it was the interior of a building with a pseudosky – ‚held dominion over the world.‛39 This was particularly
applicable to the Virginia gentry who organized and financed the
construction of churches and this quasi-world. Rounded windows
also singled out church buildings from civic spaces, with builders
occasionally using a series on the non-western, and less important,
faces of the building.40
Ostentation and ornamentation were also exercised in the
doorway design to remind ordinary people of their place in the
church and society. Circular arches were common, with the main
Ellis, ‚Dissenting Faith,‛ 26-28.
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western entrance detailed with pilasters, rubbed and molded brick,
dark red trims, and pediments. The Pohick Church in Fairfax
County, built in 1774, extended this motif to its southern entrance to
match the two western doorways; the Yeocomico Church in
Westmoreland has a unique pattern of ‚three superimposed
semicircles, filled with white cement‛ on its main entrance facing
south.41 The Abingdon church, erected in the 1750s, is a classic
example, with a semi-circle above the main west door and an obtuse
triangular shape over the south door.42 A shift in 1720 to simplify
the edifices and place more decoration at the doorway was meant to
bring ‚attention to the division between exterior and interior,
setting off the inside from the outside and giving it greater
importance.‛43
Pediments had been used in Classical-period
architecture and were meant to ‚signal the transition from the
secular world to the exalted world.‛ Their primary use in
eighteenth-century Virginia was in rounded or segmented
pediments over the main door, facing west, and triangular
pediments over other exterior entrances.44
Meanwhile, the segregated floor plans of medieval Catholic
churches or Jewish synagogues, with exclusive access to particular
settings for specific rites, were replaced in the Anglican church by
open areas designed to include the entire congregation in ‚the
performance of specific offices.‛ Separate spaces for men and
women were also abandoned. Although retaining chancel screens,
their use was intended to keep those receiving Communion focused
on holy reflection, rather than perpetuating the Jewish custom of
only allowing high priests to enter the space.45
Upon entering the doorway, parishioners entered into
‚lofty, light-filled, enclosed spaces.‛ Not intended to draw their
attention heavenward, the open plan was meant to ‚make the
community-congregation worshipfully present to itself.‛
The
architecture of the church was symbolic of the ‚cosmic framework‛
in the theology.46 Likewise, a person’s proximity to the geographic
center of the gentry’s residence was directly proportional to one’s
elite status. As one passed through the physical barricades of
Mason, Colonial Churches of Tidewater Virginia, 357-360.
Upton, Holy Things and Profane, 116-117.
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terraces, stairs, and doorways, one became closer to the ‚center of a
carefully arranged and deliberately controlled order.‛ 47 This was
symbolic of the social barriers elite planters constructed in society
and in the church; by physically separating themselves from the
ordinary, they maintained and reinforced the mystery and ritual of
their Anglican faith.48
At the same time, the wealthy gentry was also practicing a
familiar form of worship. By bringing their everyday life into
church construction, they were hallowing the most ordinary of
materials in their domestic world.
While marble and fine
hardwoods were not universal in all households, they were
common in those who made the decisions of where, how, and when
to erect a new place of worship. It is also important to note that
‚during the eighteenth century the great house was a major part of a
man's world.‛49 Therefore, there is a valid argument that the ruling
class was merely practicing a ‚theology of everyday life < a
theology of grace as a theology of gratuity, of love ‘for nothing’, and
of joy in the minutiae of things.‛50 Those things just happened to
not be available to all congregants. It was a ‚paternalistic
dominance‛ that allowed the gentry to accept ‚an obligation to
show ‘liberality’ toward their poorer neighbors.‛ 51 While brick and
mortar may not be able to provide congregants with answers, they
may also be interpreted as ‚an invitation to faith, rather than as an
attempt to compel assent.‛52
However, in the final three decades of the eighteenth
century, Anglican church construction in Virginia halted. With the
laborers and craftsman financially exhausted and physically
unavailable from their war commitments, projects were abandoned
while existing churches closed because the minister could not be
paid.53 Meanwhile, the rapid growth of evangelical Protestantism
after the first Great Awakening supplemented a mutated Anglican
religious life, which had lost dominance in the region. Presently, it
is estimated that only one fifth of Virginia’s eighteenth century
Ellis, ‚Dissenting Faith,‛ 28.
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churches have been maintained; only fifty of the 250 churches
existing in the 1770s have existed into the twentieth-century.54
Although some religious practices were delineated by civic life, the
eighteenth century defined their world by spiritual beliefs and
exterior church architecture was a symbolic representation of these
attitudes.
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The Rise and Fall of Spiritualism in the
Nineteenth Century
by Sarah Whittington

The United States in the late 1840s saw an explosion of
spiritualist phenomena. Beginning in 1848 with the first spirit
rappings heard by Margaret and Kate Fox in Hydesville, New York,
interest in spiritualism spread rapidly throughout the country.
Spiritualism was at once a religious movement, a way for people to
deal with death, and a form of entertainment. Their main tenet, that
the spirits of the dead could be contacted, was arguably proven by
contact through living mediums. Many different factors led to the
emergence of spiritualism, including religious needs, nineteenthcentury philosophies, and the growing sentimentalism towards and
commoditization of death. While spiritualism counted up to two
million believers at one point, there was also a large contingent of
Americans who were not only skeptical of spirit contact but
disgusted by the movement in general. The critics of spiritualism
were very outspoken in their disbelief. While the country possessed
all of the factors that cultivated spiritualism, the skepticism that
surrounded it from the religious and scientific communities and
media made the failure of spiritualism as a popular religious
movement inevitable.
Those who were attracted to spiritualism as a religion were
in search of a belief system that answered their religious questions
and satisfied their spiritual needs. The early 1840s was a period
when many people were dissatisfied with society, inspiring a
number of reform movements including abolitionism and feminism.
83

Spiritualism was a religious reform movement that could offer
spiritual fulfillment.1 The area in which spiritualism was ‚born,‛
Hydesville, New York, was right in the middle of the Burned-over
District, the heart of the Second Great Awakening. Out of this area
many new religious movements were emerging, including the
Shakers and the Mormons.2 The defining belief in spiritualism was
that the spirit world and the earthly world were connected,
allowing the spirits of the dead to communicate with the living. The
philosophy of spiritualism in the United States owed much to
Andrew Jackson Davis, who drew his view of the spirit world from
Emmanuel Swedenborg’s theological texts.
Combining
Swedenborgian philosophy with mesmerism and his own views of
nature and the spirit world, Davis laid the foundation for the
spiritualist religion in the 1850s.3 Spiritualist beliefs varied from
person to person, however. It was never an institutionalized
religion and since many of the principles were offshoots from other
belief systems, their precepts could be adapted to fit a particular
believer. For instance, some people still thought of themselves as
Christians and believed in the Christian concept of God, yet
practiced spirit communication.4 Although there were differences
amongst the believers, the main principle was the belief in the
equality of all souls. 5 Spiritualists also usually tended to be anticlerical, anti-established churches, and found comfort in the
presence of spirits.6
In addition to a need to achieve spiritual fulfillment, people
were also looking for a way to deal with death. During the
nineteenth century, there was a growing sentimentalism towards
death. The Puritan attitudes of the past were fading and being
replaced by a more sentimental religious view of death, typified by
four main themes: ‚valorization of the affections of the survivors,
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memorialization of the dead, augmentation of the spiritual
possibilities in the next world, and domestication of the corpse.‛7
Post-mortem photography, mourning dress, consolation literature,
and deathbed scenes in popular literature, such as Little Eva’s in
Uncle Tom’s Cabin, were all products of the changing attitudes
towards death in nineteenth-century America. In the 1850s, the
advent of the funeral industry was on the horizon, and the
commercialization of death was well underway. Sentimentalism
and commercialization combined under spiritualism in the form of
mediums-for-hire who contacted the spirits on behalf of grieving
family members. Bereavement and grief were often the initial
reasons people were attracted to spiritualism.
While many people were drawn to contact the spirit world
out of religious reasons or to deal with death, others were attracted
to the entertainment it provided. Spiritualism was ‚part religion,
part entertainment.‛8 The growth of modern spiritualism did not
really begin until the Fox sisters proved that people would pay for
the chance to see spirits.9 Anything that was unusual or fantastic
could usually attract a crowd, especially in small towns. 10 Images of
spirits were nothing new, as new technological advances had
brought about phantasmagoria and moving light shows designed to
frighten and thrill audiences. When people began to tire of ghostly
images, spiritualism gave them ghosts that they could communicate
with.11 Séances provided lively entertainment for bored audiences
with their casts of famous historical figures, furniture moving on its
own accord, and materialization.
The mediums who conducted the séances culled many of
their techniques from the theater and the sentimental literature that
was so popular in the period.12 Not all of the mediums were trying
to entertain their audience, however. Many of the mediums felt a
genuine calling to use their special gift of spirit communication to
benefit others. The spiritualist mediums were integral to the
popularity of séances and other spirit communication. Possession of
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certain characteristics, such as intuition, sensitivity, passivity, and
an impressionable nature, were seen as necessary for a medium.
These traits were also what were considered at the time to be
innately feminine. 13 For this reason, mediumship was seen as a
female profession.
Women were thought to be the perfect
mediators between the spirit world and the living because their
souls were more pure.14 Indeed, there were many women mediums,
but there were also men communicating with the other side.
However, male mediums were seen as being too feminine and
confused about their role in society. 15 One of the reasons that there
were so many female mediums is that it was one of the only
professions open to women in the nineteenth century. Women had
a lot to gain from being involved in spiritualism, such as freedom
from traditional female responsibilities, adoring fans, and their own
income.16 Mediums were often from the poorer classes, and
although many charged for their services, they did not make a great
deal of money. Many mediums had to travel constantly to seek new
spectators, as local audiences would grow accustomed to their
performances and demand new acts to entertain them.
Unlike the mediums, the followers of spiritualism came
from all levels of society. The appeal of spiritualism crossed racial
and class lines.17 There were a number of prominent Spiritualists,
including William Lloyd Garrison, Mary Todd Lincoln, and New
York Supreme Court Judge John C. Edmonds. Almost immediately
after the Fox Sisters first displayed their ability to contact the spirits
in 1848, the number of people counting themselves as spiritualists
skyrocketed. Especially between the years 1853 and 1855, the
spiritualist population soared, prompting a petition containing
15,000 signatures to be submitted to the United States Senate asking
for a scientific committee to be formed to investigate and validate
spiritualist events. By 1854, spiritualism had, by some estimates, as
many as two million followers. 18 Its popularity was so widespread
that it prompted Theodore Parker to write that ‚in 1856, it seems
more likely that spiritualism would become the religion of America
than in 156 that Christianity would be the religion of the Roman
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Empire.‛19 This was no statement of spiritualist propaganda, for
Parker was actually wary of spiritualism but could not deny its hold
on the public imagination.
The popularity of spiritualism alarmed many of the nonspiritualists. Many people thought spiritualism was a complete
fraud. Not all discounted spirit communication, though. Many
Christians believed that the phenomena taking place at séances was
real, but that mediums were contacting the devil, not friendly
spirits. The religious community was most opposed to spiritualism.
Many Protestant leaders asked their followers not to attend
spiritualist gatherings because if spirits were actually being
contacted, it was not Christian behavior to attend. The Roman
Catholic Church banned its members from seeing mediums. Many
religious leaders thought that belief in any type of spirit was
nothing more than witchcraft.20
A broadside from New Jersey printed around 1865
illustrates the perceived link between spiritualism and witchcraft.
The document cites the Old Testament laws against trying to
communicate with the dead, and compares Spiritualists and
mediums with the witch of Endor and Saul. Picturing images of the
devil, the tract argues the side of religion: ‚The witchcraft described
in the Bible consisted in calling up the spirits of the dead. Modern
Spiritualism also consists in calling up the spirits of the departed.
These pictures show them to be one and the same thing – only a
change of name.‛21
The scientific community also rallied against spiritualism.
The spiritualists prided themselves on distancing themselves from
occultism and providing empirical, which they considered scientific,
evidence. The scientists felt differently. In 1857 the Boston Courier
held a contest that offered five hundred dollars to any medium who
could prove to a committee of Harvard scientists the validity of
spiritualism. Not only were the mediums unable to convince the
committee, the scientists issued a statement that it was their

Moore, ‚Spiritualism and Science,‛ 475.
Ibid., 490- 493.
21 Alfred Gale, ‚Vol. I. – Pictorial History of the Cause of the Great Rebellion, Asbury,
New Jersey, 1865‛ in Library of Congress, Rare Books and Special Collections Division,
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2008).
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‚solemn duty to warn the community against this contaminating
influence.‛22
Some of the most vitriolic opinions against spiritualism
came from popular media outlets. The newspapers were the most
outspoken critics of the movement. In 1853 the National Intelligencer
in Washington compared spiritualism to a disease, printing ‚it is
spreading itself like a pestilence through our borders.‛23 Some
newspapers, such as the New York Times, questioned the point of
spiritualism: ‚Who knows more of the unseen world than he knew
ever stood on one leg, or danced a reel round the room? < What
problem in science, or morals, or politics has been solved by all this
damage to people’s furniture?‛24 Newspaper writers were not the
only ones who questioned the purpose of séances. Ralph Waldo
Emerson called the knocking and thumping at séances a ‚rat
revelation.‛25 Like Emerson, many took issue with the nature of
spirit manifestations. An 1875 letter written by Mabel G. Hubbard
to Alexander Graham Bell explains: ‚It seems such a desecration of
our holiest and best feelings that the spirits of the dead should
return and perform such juggler’s tricks as moving and ‘tapping’
furniture, talking and writing such nonsense as most mediums
make them.‛26 Even Andrew Jackson Davis eventually renounced
modern spiritualism as he thought it made too much of the
manifestations and had gotten too far away from its philosophical
underpinnings.27
Despite the early criticism spiritualism faced, it was still an
immensely popular movement well into the 1870s. The high death
count in the Civil War had caused a surge in grief-induced interest
in spirit communication.28 Yet scandals within the spiritualist
community and increasing criticism from outside took its toll on the
movement. Katie King was a popular spirit who had been
appearing in England before materializing in the United States in
1874. Robert Dale Owen, a respected statesman, writer, and
Moore, ‚Spiritualism and Science,‛ 477, 499.
Ibid., 490.
24 ‚The Fruits of Spiritualism,‛ The New York Times, 18 February 1859, 4.
25 Stuart, ‚The Raps Heard Around the World,‛ 78.
26 Alexander Graham Bell to Mabel G. Hubbard, 26 September 1875, The Alexander
Graham Bell Family Papers, Library of Congress, http://memory.loc.gov/cgibin/ampage?collId=magbell&fileName=034/03400114/bellpage.db&recNum=0
(accessed November 15, 2007).
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proponent of spiritualism who attended séances in which King
appeared, wrote about her for a widely read article in the Atlantic
Monthly. King was an extraordinary spirit because not only did she
fully materialize, she also handed out gifts and locks of her hair to
those in attendance. However, shortly after the Atlantic Monthly
article was printed, Katie King was exposed as a fraud and Owen
was disgraced.
Owen entered a mental institution shortly
thereafter.29 Thus spiritualism and insanity became linked in the
minds of many Americans. Alexander Graham Bell’s reply to Mabel
Hubbard’s letter explains that ‚*Owen’s+ mortification was so great
as to overturn his brain.‛30 By 1879, psychologists were classifying
trance states as a nervous system disease and mediums were being
used to formulate early conceptions of split personalities. 31 The 1888
confession of Margaret Fox also did nothing to instill public faith in
spiritualist claims. After forty years of practicing as a medium, Fox
revealed that the spirit rappings had really been the cracking of the
sisters’ toe joints.32 She later recanted, but the damage was done.
Spiritualism had become linked to insanity and fraud and would
never again enjoy the popularity of the 1850s.
The spiritualist movement emerged in nineteenth-century
America as a result of many different factors. The changing
attitudes towards death, the spirit of religious reform, and the desire
for new forms of entertainment all led to spiritualism becoming one
of the fastest growing and most popular religions in the 1800s.
Through spirit communication, it offered religious fulfillment and
alleviated the grief of those in mourning. However, spiritualism
faced the constant scrutiny and criticism of established religion,
scientists, and the newspapers. The high incidence of fraud and the
links to mental illness only fueled the critics’ disapproval, and the
popularity of spiritualism faded as quickly as it had risen.
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